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N omenclat ure 

a whole blood oxygen solubility 

Hb the haemoglobin concentration in the red blood cells 

Ht hematocrit 

Leq equilibration length 

rtis tissue radius 

rves vessel radius 

Sh Sherwood number 

Ai Adair constants (i = 1,2,3,4) 

C tissue concentration 

Cmixing-cup mixing-cup blood concentration 

Ctis concentration at the rtis interface 

Cves concentration at the blood-wall interface 

Cwall vessel wall concentration 

d wall thickness 

Dtis tissue diffusion coefficient 

D wall wall diffusion coefficient 

Db blood diffusion coefficient 

hm convective mass transfer coefficient 

J mass flux density 

Ki equilibrium constants (i = 1,2,3,4) 

Km oxygen concentration corresponding to the half-maxima! oxygen 
consumption uptake rate for Michaelis-Menten kinetics 

L vessel length 
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M metabolic consumption rate 

Mma:x maximum oxygen consumption rate for Michaelis-Menten kinetics 

Mtis metabolic consumption rate for the tissue 

[mol/(m3 s)] 

[mol/m3/s] 

[mol/m3 /s] 

Mwall metabolic consumption rate for the wall [mol/m3 /s] 

p volume averaged tissue perfusion [m3 blood /m3 tissue /s] 

Q volume flow [m3 /s] 

s saturation [-] 

Ub blood velocity [m/s] 

Wb local tissue perfusion [m3 blood /m3 tissue /s] 
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Summary 

The circulation of blood plays a key role in the transport of mass in the human body. Nutri
ents and oxygen are transported by the vasculature to the different parts of the body where, 
due to concentration differences between blood and tissue, the cells ' required substances are 
transported across the vessel wall and delivered to the cells by diffusion. This process be
comes, increasingly more effective for smaller generations of vessels. 

Describing these processes by means of a numerical model can contribute to the understanding 
of several transport problems that are encountered in clinical practise. An example of such 
a problem is tissue hypoxia. Hypoxia is a relatively low tissue/cellular oxygen concentration 
due to a mismatch of the oxygen supply and the consumption due to metabolic processes. 
Tumour hypoxia is encountered in certain tumours, complicating the treatment of cancer 
patients. 

To study the interaction between tissue and vasculature, a 2D single vessel - tissue model 
was developed. This model describes the mass transfer within the tissue and the transfer of 
mass across the vessel wall in a cylindrical tissue volume containing a single vessel. Diffusion 
in the tissue is modelled by using a finite-difference approximation to describe the diffusion 
process in the tissue. Metabolism is implemented using Michaelis-Menten reaction kinetics 
and by calculating the trans-vascular flux, by means of an analytica! flux relation, the inter
action between the tissue and the vessel is t aken into account. Special attention was payed 
to oxygen transport where the presence of haemoglobin has to be taken into account for a 
correct description of the oxygen depletion from the vessel. 

After the formulation of the 2D model, a numerical model, Massîran, was formulated based 
on Heatran [l]. This model describes mass transfer by discrete vascular trees. Up toa certain 
minimum vessel diameter, the interaction between vessel and tissue is taken into account for 
the individual vessels. For vessels smaller than the minimum vessel diameter a continuum 
approach is used in the form of a volumetrie source/sink. The reaction kinetics can be se
lected by the user of the program. Constant , linear and Michaelis-Menten kinetics where 
implemented. 

By means of a vascular construction algorithm VAMP, artificial tissue vasculature was gen
erated for a volume of a cubic centimetre. The constructed vasculature, with a minimal 
diameter of 20 [µm] and obeying Murray's law, was used to calculate the tissue oxygen con
centration distribution using the Massîran model. 

The result as presented in this thesis show characteristic features of oxygen mass transfer 
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in tissue and vasculature induced inhomogeneities. Sharp gradients are found in the vicinity 
of the vasculature due to the relatively slow diffusion process. The equilibration of the mixing
cup blood concentration is observed to take place on smaller (typical) length scales, for smaller 
vessel diameters. Pre-capillary equilibration was observed, however still a significant amount 
of the mass transfer by the vasculature is found to be the result of the interaction between the 
tissue and the vessels, modelled using the continuum approach. Increasing the vascular detail 
of the constructed vasculature is expected to improve the analysis of vasculature induced 
inhomogenei ties. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The circulat ion of blood plays a key part in the functioning of the human body. It supplies 
tissue cells by the necessary nutrients and oxygen, collects metabolic waste, plays a role in 
the defence against infections, transports hormones and redistributes heat. The subject of 
this thesis is mass transport in vascularised tissue and the concentration inhomogeneities that 
might be expected as a result of the discrete nature of the vasculature. Specifically the distri
bution of oxygen will be discussed and studied, but the methods developed and discussed here 
can be used also for the study of e.g. transport of nutrients or distribution of therapeutics. 
Through the respiratory system, oxygen is taken from the environment and transferred to 
blood. The cardiovascular system, consisting of the heart and the total of blood vessels in 
the body, transports the oxygen enriched blood to the different tissues where the oxygen is 
transferred to the tissue to meet its oxygen needs. The actual small-scale concentration dis
tribution of oxygen within the tissue is the result of the supply of oxygen by the vasculature, 
the consumption of oxygen and the transport within the tissue by diffusion. 
The precise oxygen concentration might be crucial for cell behaviour, an example of which 
will be given here. When, as is the case of growing tumorous tissue, the vasculature that 
was initially present within the tissue has become insufficiently capable to fulfil the tissue's 
oxygen needs this can lead to hypoxia, a relatively low tissue oxygen concentration that is the 
result of a mismatch between the supply and the consumption of oxygen. This complicates 
the treatment and reduces the survival chances of people suffering from cancer. First of all, a 
process called angiogenesis can be induced by hypoxia. Angiogenesis is the formation of new 
vasculature in tissue, here to match supply to the needs of the multiplying tumour cells. This 
process increases the chances of metastasis by the transport of tumor cells via the blood and 
therefore reduces the survival chances of patients suffering from cancer. 

Furthermore it has been observed that hypoxia can lead to radio-resistance: the survival 
of a relative high fraction of tumor cells for a given radiation dose. Figure 1.1 shows the 
significant difference in treatment outcome for hypoxic (median oxygen concentration < 10 
[mmHg]) and for normoxic (median oxygen concentration > 10 mm Hg) head and neck tu
mors. As can be seen, after radiotherapy the cells with normal oxygen concentration survive 
without recurrence of the tumour, while within 16 months all hypoxic cells have fallen victim 
to the tumour. A negative influence of hypoxia on treatment outcome has also been observed 
for chemotherapy. 
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Figure 1.1: Disease free survival fraction after standard radiotherapy treatment [2]. 

Since hypoxia appears to be a prognostic factor for treatment outcome for both radiotherapy 
and chemotherapy [2], the hypoxic cell- or volume fraction, is of major interest for treatment 
planning. Oxygen transfer dominantly takes places in the microvasculature, the part of the 
vascular system consisting of the capillaries and post- and precapillary vessels such as the 
arterioles, venula and small arteries and veins. The capillaries, typically with a diameter of 5 
[µm], are typically organized in a net-like structure. These structures are aften called capil
lary beds. These beds are fed and drained by vessels respectively called arterioles and venula. 
Numerous studies have been performed, both numerically as well as experimental on the role 
of the vasculature in the delivery of oxygen. Many numerical models ([3], [4], [5]) focus on 
the role of capillary networks on the delivery of oxygen to tissue. In these studies, networks 
of capillaries are created and the transfer between vessels and tissue is calculated. The blood 
in the vessels that feed these networks is aften assumed to have an oxygen concentration of 
100 [mmHg]. This assumption is based on the concentration found in the pulmonary arteries. 
Various measurements however have indicated that the oxygen concentration of the blood 
when arriving at the capillary beds is significantly reduced [6]. This could indicate that the 
inlet concentrations of the capillary networks are over-estimated and sources of oxygen in 
the form of larger, post- and precapillary vessels might have to be included to predict the 
distribution of oxygen within tissue. 

The size of the capillaries, typically 5 [µm], limits the tissue volume that can be studied 
in numerical experiments since the computational costs of concentration distribution calcu
lations increase rapidly with an increasing resolution. In a clinical situation, tumor volumes 
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of several cubic centimetres are found. Model calculations taking the capillary detail into 
account for such volumes would computationally be too expensive and therefore lose their 
practical use in a clinical setting. For this reason, it is of interest to study whether transport 
models could be developed that are limited in their vascular detail but still give a satisfactory 
description of the tissue concentration distribution. This research will focus on the develop
ment of a model that combines a discrete approach, taking the exchange between individual 
vessels and tissue into account and a continuum approach, used to model the interaction 
between the smallest vessels and the tissue. 

1.1 Overview on the current status of research 

Pioneering work in the field of oxygen transfer due to tissue vasculature was done by Krogh. 
Krogh formulated a one dimensional model describing the concentration in a tissue cylinder 
containing a single capillary. Transport in the tissue cylinder is a result of diffusion and 
metabolism and the resulting concentration profile was assumed to be depending on the ra
dial coordinate only. This analysis has been frequently used by later studies, for example to 
estimate the capillary density in muscle tissue [7]. Limitations of the model as introduced by 
Krogh are that the equilibration of the capillary blood with the tissue surrounding it and the 
intraluminal resistance are neglected . This will lead to over-estimating the oxygen concen
tration in the blood and the concentration at the vessel-tissue interface. 

A study of Nair and co-workers (see Hellums et al. [8]) focused on intraluminal transport 
within post- and precapillary vessels, ranging from 20 to 100 [µm] in diameter. By formulating 
a numerical model, convective mass transfer coefficients that related the wall concentration 
and blood concentration difference to the trans-vascular flux were determined for different 
vessel diameters. In this study it was taken into account that blood has a continuous phase, 
the plasma, and a dispersed phase, the red blood cells. In red blood cells haemoglobin is 
found, a molecule that can bind with up to four oxygen molecules. The majority of oxygen 
contained by the blood is bound to haemoglobin while a much smaller amount of oxygen is 
dissolved in the blood plasma. To illustrate this, at a standard human haemoglobin con
centration the oxygen carrying capacity of blood is approximately 20 ml 02 per 100 cm3 of 
blood, while blood plasma solely has a oxygen carrying capacity of 0.5 ml 0 2 per 100 cm3 of 
blood [9]. In the model developed by Nair, as well as in other models describing intraluminal 
transport , it is assumed that the amount of oxygen dissolved in the blood plasma is related 
to the amount of oxygen bound to haemoglobin by an equilibrium relation. The convective 
mass transfer coefficient was presented by Nair et al. in a dimensionless form: the Nusselt 
number for mass transfer, in engineering called the Sherwood number. The Sherwood number 
appeared to vary between 1 and 5 [-] depending on the vessel diameter and other variables 
that will be discussed later. 

A number or experimentally studies has been done both in animals [10], [11], [12] as well 
as in humans [13], [14]. The oxygen concentration or oxygen pressure is a quantity that is 
difficult to measure. High resolution measurements are only available for superficial tissues. 
Spectroscopie methods based on phosphorescence decay have been used to measure oxygen 
tensions in the microvasculature of small animals [6]. Another technique used to do oxygen 
concentration measurements is needle polarography, a technique that has, e.g., been used to 
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measure oxygen concentrations in human tumorous tissue. 

Vadapalli, Pittman and Popel [11] as well as Shibata et al [12] investigated the oxygen con
sumption by arteriolar walls. It was suggested by Tsai et al. [10] that the oxygen consumption 
rate of the wall and the tissue are significantly different. Measurements by Bertuglia et al. 
[15] compared the flux calculated from the oxygen depletion within the blood and a flux es
timate based on a perivascular concentration and a concentration in the vicinity of the micro 
vessels. It appeared that these fluxes differ by two orders of magnitude. This discrepancy is 
sometimes referred to as the oxygen 'paradox'. Different explanations have been suggested 
for this observation, one of them is a relatively high oxygen consumption rate in arteriolar 
walls. Until this day however there is no consensus on the theory behind trans-vascular fluxes 
from arteriolar vessels. 

1.2 Overview 

Finally, to conclude this introduction, a short overview will be given of this thesis. 

Chapter 2, Mass transfer in vascular systems will discuss the transfer of mass from ves
sels to the surrounding tissue. Concentration differences between blood and tissue will drive 
a trans-vascular flux that will lead to a reduction in the blood concentration. In case of 
oxygen mass transfer this also requires a further discussion of the role that haemoglobin plays 
in oxygen transport. Using the relations that will be derived in this chapter, finally a 2D 
single vessel model will be formulated that can for example be used to estimate the order of 
magnitude of trans-fluxes. 

Chapter 3, The discrete vasculature model, in this chapter the discrete vasculature model 
will be discussed. This model, developed at the radiotherapy department of the University 
of Utrecht, was originally developed to model heat transfer between vasculature and tissue. 
Given the strong correspondence of heat- and mass transfer this model will be reformulated 
to model mass transfer. 

Chapter 4, Validation and concentration distribution calculations for simple 3D geomtries 
will discuss the first test cases that were performed in order to validate the correct function
ing of the 3-D dicrete vasculature mass transfer model. Furthermore the model will be used 
to find solutions for simple 3D mass transfer problems. 

Chapter 5, Generation of vascular trees will discuss the generation of vascular trees. Since it 
is impossible in most cases to reconstruct tissue vasculature from angiographic data, vascula
ture is generated using an vasculature construction algorithm. This chapter will discuss the 
algorithm and will perform basic network analysis on the generated vasculature. 

Chapter 6, Modelling mass transfer due to vascular trees. With the use of the discrete vas
culature model and the in chapter 5 generated tissue vasculature steady-state solutions will 
be calculated in tissue containing complex vasculature. The solutions will be analyzed sta
tistically and special attention will be paid to the modelling of the interaction between the 
smallest vessel and the tissue using a continuum approach. Furthermore the oxygen deple-
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tion from the vessels will be analyzed and compared with the 2D vessel model as discussed 
in chapter 2. 

Chapter 7, Discussion and conclusions. This chapter will first put the developed models 
and found results in perspective. The main results will then be summarized. Recommenda
tions for further study conclude this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

Mass transport by the vasculature: 
2-D 

2.1 Introduction 

To describe substance ( oxygen, nutrients, etc.) transport in vascularised tissue, both con
vective transport in the vessel lumina and diffusive transport in lumina and tissue must be 
accounted for. The transfer of mass from the vessels to the tissue is driven by differences 
between the concentration in the blood and the concentration that is found in the tissue. 
The trans-vascular flux will lead to a source of mass for the tissue and to a corresponding 
decrease of the concentration in the blood that can eventually lead to the equilibration of the 
blood concentration with the tissue concentration. It will be seen that the equilibration goes 
relatively slowly in large vessels and relatively fast in small vessels, which together makes 
the vasculature such an effective transport system. In this chapter the simple problem of 
a straight vessel with axi-symmetrical boundary conditions will be analysed. An analytica! 
solution for the tissue concentration will be derived, as well as a relation for the transvascular 
flux. This latter relation will be used in the 3-D discrete vasculature model described in chap
ter 3. The buffering effect of haemoglobin on oxygen transport is essential, and investigated 
in subsection 2.2.3. A 2-D (presuming axi-symmetry) numerical model was developed and 
used to investigate oxygen transport in metabolising tissue. 

2.2 Analytica! 

2.2.1 Tissue 

Transport in the tissue domain can be described by formulating a mass balance, sometimes 
called the composite equation. This balance in differential form is given by: 

ac 8t = v7 · (Dtisv7C) - M(C) (2.1) 

where C [mol/m3] is the tissue oxygen concentration, Dtis [m2 /s] is the tissue diffusion co
efficient, and M [mol/(m3 s)] represents the local metabolic rate, which will depend on the 
oxygen concentration. It will be assumed that the tissue can be treated as a continuous 
medium and no distinction is made between cells and interstitial fluid. In reality, the con
centration of oxygen in the interstitial fluid and within the cells will differ. This observation 
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may lead to an adapted approach in future research but will not be taken into account a t this 
moment. 

To study the interaction between vasculature and tissue, solutions of the equation 2.1 in 
a cylindrical domain will now be derived with a view to study the interaction between the 
t issue and the vasculature. In a cylindrical co-ordinate system, assuming axi-symmetry, a sta
tionary solution, and the metabolic consumption rate to be independent of the concentration, 
equation 2.1 reduces to: 

1 a ac a2c 
--

0 
(Dtisr-

0
) + Dtis-

0 2 - M = 0 
r r r z 

(2.2) 

Introducing the dimensionless variables f = r / Lr, z = z/ L z and ê = C /Co, with Lr and L z 
the relevant axial- and radial length scales and Co, a concentration difference related to the 
boundary conditions, it is found by substitution that: 

A 2 A 

Co a Aac CoDtis a C 
AL2 aA(D tisr-aA) + -L2 aA2 - M = Ü 
r r r r z z 

(2.3) 

Dividing equation 2.3 by D~s,f0 gives: 
r 

l Ö aê L 2 a2ê M L 2 

-=-aJf-aA) + L; a A2 - C D r = 0 r r r z z o t1s 
(2.4) 

Comparing the first and the second term shows that the importance of the second term com
pared with the first term in the equation depends on the ratio of the radial and axial length 
scale squared. For problems where L r < < L z the contribution of the axial diffusion term in 
the equation may be neglected. 

Using equation 2.4 a solution for the concentration distribution in a tissue with a single 
blood vessel can be found. It will be assumed that Ttis < < L eq, with L eq the equilibration 
length ( over which considerable equilibration takes place, see subsection 2.2.2) of the ves
sel and that therefore, following the earlier derived argumentation, axial diffusion may be 
neglected. 

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic cross-section of a vessel. The lumen 1 is assumed to be a 
cylinder with radius rves that is enclosed by a vessel wall with thickness d. The radius of the 
tissue cylinder is denoted by Ttis· The length of the cylinder is denoted by L . 

To start, a solution will be derived where no distinction is made between the vessel wall 
and the t issue with respect to the diffusion coefficient and the metabolic consumption rate. 

The general solution for this configuration is given by: 

M 
C(r) = -D r2 + Aln(r) + B 

4 tis 

where A and B are integration constants. The boundary conditions are chosen to be: 

1The interior of the vessel 
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Figure 2.1: Definition sketch of a single vessel, with wall thickness d. In the vessel wall and 
the tissue, the metabolic rate is expressed as a linear function of the concentration 

Substitution of the first boundary condition in equation 2.5 results in: 

M 2 2 ( r ) C(r) = 
4

D . (r - rves) + Aln - + Cves 
t1s Tves 

(2.7) 

By substituting the second boundary condition in 2. 7 it is then found that : 

With the use of equation 2.8 the trans-vascular flux can be naw be found. The flux at r = rves 

is given by: 

( ) 
ÖCI Mrves Ctis - Cves M(r;is - r;es) 

J Tves = -Dtisa rves = --2- - Dtis l (.!w..) + 4 I (.!w..) 
T Tves Il rves Tves n rves 

(2.9) 

The wall concentration will generally be an unknown variable that can be substituted by 
the mixing-cup blood concentration. (Mixing-cup properties are averages over the volume 
flow, rather than over just the cross-section area of the lumen.) The convective mass transfer 
coefficient hm [m/s] relates the mixing-cup blood concentration and the wall concentration to 
the transvascular flux: 

J 
hm=------

Cmixing-cup - Cves 
(2.10) 

The convective mass transfer coefficient is aften presented in a dimensionless form, the Sher
wood number, here defined as: 

(2.11) 

where Db [m2 /s] is the diffusion coefficient of the considered molecule/substance in blood. 
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With the use of equation 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11, a relation can be found for the wall concen
tration. It is found that: 

Cves 
1 

= (2.12) 

(
ShDbC . . Mrves _ M(r;is - r~es) DtisCtis ) 
2 m1xmg-cup + 2 4 l (Llli..) + ( . ) r ves r ves n r r ln ~ 

vcs ves rves 

substituting this relation for the wall concentration the transvascular flux is found: 

1 ( Dtis ( 1 ( rtis ) 1 ( rfis ) ) ) J(rves) = - ZD. . l (r .. ) --(Ctis - Cmixing- cup) + Mrves 2 ln - - 4 -2- - 1 
=shD + n .!..1lli. r ves r ves r ves 

b Tvcs 

(2.13) 
In this equation two terms can be distinguished. First a flux due to the chosen concentra
tions, and second a contribution from the tissue metabolism. The assumption of zeroth-order 
kinetics for the oxygen consumption i.e. assuming a constant metabolic oxygen uptake rate 
makes that the lat ter contribution is independent of the tissue concentration. This also means 
that not all choices for the tissue boundary concentration will result in physically possible 
solutions. One of the assumptions made to derive this flux relation is that both the wall and 
the tissue surrounding the wall have the same diffusion coefficient and metabolic consumption 
rate. For oxygen transport this assumption is subject to discussion (the oxygen 'paradox'), 
as mentioned in the introduction. Therefore, in addition to the mass flux relation given by 
equation 2.9 an additional mass flux relation can be derived for the case where the diffusion 
coefficient and metabolic consumption rate are defined for the vessel wall and the surrounding 
tissue separately. The derivation of this flux relation is given in appendix A. 

2.2.2 Evolution of the mixing-cup blood concentration 

With the use of the previously derived flux relations, a mass balance can be formulated 
describing the concentration change within the vessels due to interaction with the tissue. The 
steady-state formulation of the equation describing conservation of mass is given by: 

1
z+ti.L 

7rr~esubCmixing-cup(z + 6..L) = 1rr~esubCmixing- cup(z) - 21rrves z J( z )dz (2 .14) 

with 6..L the length of an cylindrical vessel segment and ub the averaged blood velocity. This 
equation can be rewritten in a differential form by taking the limit 6..L - 0. lt is then found 
that: 

dCmixing-cup _ __ 2J_(z_) 
dz 

(2 .15) 

Using equation 2.13 for the mass flux at vessel position zit is found, see appendix C, for the 
concentration as a function of vessel position that: 

Cmixing-cup = BLeq (1- exp (-Lz )) + Coexp (-Lz ) 
¾~ ~ ~ 

(2.16) 
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where Bis a constant (defined in appendix C), Co [mol/m3] is the concentration of the blood 
entering the vessel, and Leq [m] the equilibration length given by: 

2 ( 1 1 ( Ttis ) ) 
Leq = Ub r ves ShDb + 2D ln r ves (2.17) 

The equilibration length is a typical vessel length scale, defined as the length needed to reduce 
the concentration difference with the environment with a factor exp(-1). If L << Leq, with 
L the vessel length, it takes a relatively long length for the blood within the vessel to 'travel ' 
to equilibrate with the tissue surrounding it (occurs for vessels with a large volume flow). 
Vessels within the vasculature for which L > > Leq are expected to equilibrate relatively fast 
with the tissue surrounding the vessels. In thermal modelling the equilibration length is used 
to determine whether vessels should be modelled discrete or if the contribution of vessels to 
the exchange of heat can be taken into account using a continuum approach [16]. Comparing 
the equilibration length for heat and mass transfer problems shows that for mass transport 
typically equilibration lengths will be found that are 102 times smaller than for heat transfer. 
This implies that the level of detail of the vasculature used for mass transfer calculations will 
be much higher than for heat transfer calculations. As a result the computational volumes for 
mass transfer calculations must be small compared to heat transfer calculations using the same 
computational resources. As will be seen in the following subsection the differences between 
heat- and mass transfer will become even larger when considering oxygen mass transfer. 

2.2.3 On the role of haemoglobin in oxygen transport modelling 

The transport of oxygen via the cardiovascular system to the entire human body is facilitated 
by haemoglobin. Haemoglobin increases the 'effective' solubility of oxygen in the blood. 
0xygen that is delivered by the respiratory system to the cardiovascular system will partially 
be dissolved in the blood plasma and partially bind with haemoglobin (Hb) found in the 
red-blood cells in the blood. The bound fraction accounts for the majority of the oxygen 
contents of the blood. Hb is a complex molecule that has four oxygen binding sites at the 
haeme groups of the molecule. The reactions between haemoglobin and oxygen are given by: 

Hb+02 - Hb02 

Hb02 + 02 - Hb(02)z 

Hb(02)z + 02 - Hb(02)a 

Hb(02h + 02 - Hb(02)4 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

The rate of formation and dissociation will differ for the different reactions. In the case of 
chemica! equilibrium the formation of oxy-haemoglobin is balanced with the dissociation and 
the concentrations of the molecules involved in the reactions are found to be constant. In 
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that case four equilibrium constants can be defined that are given by: 

K1 
[HbO2] 

(2.22) 
[Hbl[O2] 

K2 
[Hb(O2h] 

(2 .23) 
[HbO2][ü2] 

K3 
[Hb(O2h] 

(2.24) 
[Hb(O2)2l[O2] 

K4 = [Hb(O2)4] 
(2.25) 

[Hb(O2h][O2] 

where [ ] denotes a concentration. The values of these constants will depend on physiological 
parameters such as pH and temperature. The equilibrium constants can be used to express 
the bound oxygen concentration in terms of the free oxygen concentration. It holds that: 

(2.26) 

The total Hb concentration can in a similar way as for bound oxygen be expressed in terms of 
the Hb concentration, the molecular oxygen concentration, and the four equilibrium constants. 
In the case of chemical equilibrium it holds that: 

(2.27) 

A useful quantity to introduce is saturation. Saturation is defined as the concentration of 
bound oxygen divided by the total Hb concentration (times the number of binding sites): 

The equilibrium saturation function is then, using equation 2.27 and 2.28 given by: 

S _ Ki[O2] + 2K1K2[O2]2 + 3K1K2K3[ü2]3 + 4K1K2K3K4[O2]4 

eq - 4(1 + Ki[O2] + K1K2[O2]2 + K1K2K3[O2]3 + K1K2K3K4[O2] 4) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

Figure 2.2.3 shows a saturation curve fora given temperature and pH. The saturation equilib
rium curve shows that at normal arterial oxygen concentrations, approximately 100 [mmHg], 
a saturation close to 100 percent is found. Assuming a typical tissue oxygen concentration 
of 40 [mmHg], the saturation of blood equilibrated with tissue will have a saturation of still 
approximately 80 percent. This shows that under normal conditions a relatively small amount 
of the total oxygen contents of the arterial blood is delivered to the tissue. 

By formulation of the mass balance for the blood's total oxygen contents using equation 
2.30, it can be seen what the influence of the haemoglobin in the blood is on the interaction 
between tissue and vasculature. For the total oxygen concentration it holds that: 

(2.30) 

It should be noted that all concentrations are mixing-cup concentrations. Using that [O2]bound = 
4S([O2])[Hbr]Ht with Ht the hematocrit, the volume fraction of the red blood cells within 
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Figure 2.2: Saturation, the fraction of occupied binding sites, as a function of the oxygen 
concentration [02] [M] 
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-term. As can be seen from this picture, within the 

physiological range this term is larger than one. 

the blood, and assuming the haemoglobin concentration to be constant over the radius ( this 
can only be true by approximation2), it is found that: 

Since as = _.M._ éJ[02l t his can be written as: 8z 8(02) éJz 

h S' as w ere = éJ[02 ] • 

d[Oz] (1 + 4[Hbr]HtS') = - 2J( z ) 
dz U~vm 

(2.31) 

(2 .32) 

Note that this relations contains an average blood velocity ub treating the blood as a sin
gle medium. In reality a difference in the velocity can be found between the blood plasma 
([8], [17]) and the red-blood cells. Following Hellums and co-workers this velocity should be 
interpreted as an average red-blood cell velocity. 

Realising that the equilibration length is given by [02]/ d[~2l , this equation shows that the equi
libration length will be larger by a factor (1 +4 [Hbr]HtS') due to the presence of haemoglobin. 
Figure 2.2.3 shows the magnitude of t his term. In the entire physiological range this term is 
close to or larger than unity. The term becomes increasingly larger for concentrations closer 
to the tissue concentration. 

2Within the vessels a 'cell-free' layer is found. Due to a gradient in t he velocity field RBCs experience a 
lift forces that causes t he inward movement RBCs. 
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2.3 A numerical 2-D single vessel-tissue model 

Combining the flux relation that was derived in subsection 2.2.1 and the mass balance that 
was formulated for oxygen in the vessel domain, a numerical 2D single vessel - tissue model 
will be formulated as a first study of the interaction between vasculature and tissue. Simi
lar to the approach of Krogh, a tissue cylinder with radius Ttis contains a single vessel with 
vessel radius r ves and wall thickness d. By formulating a finite-difference scheme and taking 
the interaction into account between tissue and vessel the oxygen concentration in the tis
sue and the oxygen depletion from the vessel can be modelled. Although this 2-D numerical 
model is somewhat limited in the applications, one important advantage compared to the 3-D 
model described later is that it enables amore detailed look at the influence of the vessel wall. 

It is assumed that there is axi-symmetry, reducing the transport problem to a two dimen
sional one. The tissue is sampled with a grid that has M grid points in the axial direction. 
In the radial direction there are K points in the vascular wall and N in the tissue, bringing 
the total number of grid points to M x (N + K), see figure 2.4. To describe the transport 
due to diffusion and metabolism in the tissue domain, a finite-difference scheme is used. The 
Laplace operator is approximated by: 

a2[O2J 
~ 

[O2]i,j+l - 2[O2]i,j + [O2]i,j-l 
(2.33) 

~ h2 
J 

a2[O2J 
~ 

[O2]i+1,j - 2[O2]i,j + [O2]i-l ,j 
(2.34) a]2 h2 

i 

18[02] 
~ 

[O2]i,j+l - [O2]i,j 
(2.35) ---

r ar Tjhj 

with i = 1, 2, ... , M and j = 1, 2, ... , K, K + 1, .. . , (N + K) indicating the position of the 
nodes. Metabolism is implemented by using Michaelis-Menten kinetics, given by: 

(2.36) 

where Mma:x is the maximum oxygen consumption rate, C the concentration of the consid
ered substance (here oxygen) and Km is the oxygen concentration that corresponds to half 
the maximal oxygen consumption rate (see appendix D). 

The interaction of the tissue with the vessel domain takes place via the (lumen) wall concen
tration that occurs in the approximation of the second radial derivative for all points with 
radial coordinate j = 1. This lumen wall concentration is given by: 

[
Ü ] · = D.[Ü2]mixing-cup + [O2]i,l 

2 i,O D. + l D. + l (2.37) 

where, the index O indicates the points that would result from extrapolation in the radial 
direction of the computational grid by 'sampling' the lumen-wall interface, at r = Tves· The 
variable D. is defined by: 

D. = ShDb ln ( Ttis ) 

2Dtis Tves 
(2.38) 
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the computational domain. The tissue domain is sampled with M 
points, in axial direction, times N + K points for the radial direction (K for the wall and N 
for the tissue). 

The evolution of the mixing-cup oxygen concentration is computed using the trans-vascular 
flux. Accounting for the effect of oxygen buffering by haemoglobin using equation 2.32, by 
approximation it holds that: 

(2 .39) 

The flux Ji is determined using the concentration at Zi and the concentration in node ( i , 1). 

The steady-state solutions for the tissue domain are found by using an iterative method 
(stabilised bi-conjugate gradient method) to find the solution of the diffusion problem and 
subsequently finding a solution of the non-linear problem using a non-linear solver (Matlab, 
fsolve). Using the solution for the t issue domain the mixing-cup concentration is updated by 
computation of the flux. The updated mixing-cup concentration implies a new wall concen
tration. This updated wall concentration is used to find a new concentration distribution. 
This procedure is repeated until convergence. 
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Description Symbol Value Unit References 
Geometry 

Axial node number M 20 
Radial node number (tissue) N 20 
Radial node number ( wall) K 10 

Transport parameters 
Diffusion coefficient (tissue) Dt 2.41 · 10-9 m2/s [3] 
Diffusion coefficient ( wall) Dw 2.41 · 10-9 m2/s 
Diffusion coefficient (blood) Db 2.41 · 10-9 m2 /s 
Sherwood number Sh 4 [8] 

Blood properties 
Hematocrit Ht 0.45 [3] 
Red blood cell haemoglobin concentration Hb 5.3 · 10-3 mol/L 
Oxygen solubility blood plasma Q 1.35- 10-5 mol mm Hg- 1 [3] 
First Adair constant A1 0.01524 mmHg- 1 [3] 
Second Adair constant A2 2.7 · 10-5 mmHg-2 [3] 
Third Adair constant A3 0 mmHg-:3 [3] 
Fourth Adair constant A4 2.7 · 10-6 mmHg-4 [3] 

Metabolism 
Oxygen consumption rate Mo 10-5 - 10-4 mol/(dma s) [3], [5], [7] 

Table 2.1: Standard simulation parameters. The metabolic consumption rate was chosen to 
be independent of the oxygen concentration i.e. constant. This was implemented by choosing, 
Km , the concentration corresponding to a half-maxima! oxygen consumption rate, equal to 
zero. In this way equation 2.36 reduces to M(C) = lvlrnax· 

2.3.1 Results 

With the use of the model just described the interaction between tissue and vasculature can 
be studied. This will give an idea of the order of magnitude of the fluxes out of the tissue 
vasculature and into the tissue. Furthermore the model can be used to investigate what the 
contribution of a single vessel can be to the supply of oxygen to tissue. 

To study the equilibration of the blood concentration in successive vessel generations a simu
lation was set up modelling a symmetrically bifurcating tree. Starting with the root segment 
of the tree, the concentration distribution was calculated for the tissue domain together with 
the vessel (mixing-cup) oxygen concentration. At the tissue radius a no-flux boundary con
dition is prescribed and by adapting the tissue radius it was ensured that the minimum 
concentration found for the tissue was 40 [mmHg] (± 1 [mmHg]). The tissue radius for which 
both conditions are satisfied determines the volume that can be supplied with oxygen by a 
single vessel with given properties and inflow oxygen concentration. The concentration of the 
blood flowing out of the root segment was used as the inlet concentration of the subsequent 
vessel segment and this procedure was repeated until the free oxygen 'inlet' concentration was 
found to be below 50 [mmHg]. Table 2.3.1 shows the standard parameters that were used in 
the model calculations. The radius of the root segment wa.s chosen to be 100 [µm], the root 
velocity 30 [mm/s] and the length for all vessel segments was chosen to be lO0dves with dves 

the vessel diameter. 
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Figure 2.5: The saturatiou fou11d as a f1111ctio11 of the vessel posit.ion for a trajectory i11 a 
s.v11u11etrically hihtrcatio11 t.ree. Strnting with the root segment a rn11ce11traticm dist rihution 
was c·omputecl sat.isfyi11g a no-flux bou11clnry couditio11 Ctis = 40 [mmHg] (± 1 [rnmHg]) . The 
lattn co11clit.io11 was rl'alised hy aclapti11g the vesst'l rnclius. The c·onceutration of the hloocl 
f!owi11g out of t.he vC'ssd w;~ used as au i11let co11ce11tratiou for the recursively c:011uected vessel 
segme11ts. 

The radius of the subsequent vessp] segmeuts w,i.-; clet.enni11ecl using: 

(2.40) 

This recursiou holds for sy1111netrically hifurcating trees that ohey l\forray's law (see chapter 
5). 

Figure 2.5 shows the hlood saturntion a lo11g a trajectory in the synuw-'trically hifurcat i11g 
tree. Tlw met.aholic rnte of consumptiou was c:hosen to be 1 · 10- 2 [mol/m:J /second]. As eau 
he seeu from tlüs tigme, a signific:m1t amouut of mass transfer bas takC'11 place before the 
hloocl arrives at. t.he capillaries. 

Usiug the sarne procE'dure hut aten times higher rnetabolic rnte of 1 • 10 - 1 [mol/ m:3 /sec:oucl] 
the results showu in tigure 2.6 were fmmcl. It can be seeu that bloocl oxyge11 levels drop a 
little hit fastt'r . For hot.h trees, the f!nx , founcl at. halfway each segment. was plotted for the 
different vessel radii. It. can be seeu tlmt by increasi11g the metabolic rate of co11s1m1ption by 
an order of magnitude, the maxiuml increase of the flux found is approximately by a factor 2. 
Figure 2.R shows that the cylinclrical tissue voh1111e that can be snpplied with oxyge11 by t.he 
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Figure 2.6: Vessel concentration as a funct ion of t he vessel position for a trajectory in a 
symmetrically bifurcating tree. The same procedure was used as in creat ing figure 2.5. Here 
the metabolic uptake rate was chosen an order of magnitude higher, 1 · 10- 1 [mol/m3 /s] 
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Figure 2.7: Trans-vasc11lar mass fiux [µmol/m 2 /s] found for the recursively c:onneC"ted vessel 
segmeuts in the syunnetrically hifurcating tree for cliffereut metnholic oxygeu uptake rntes 
(1 · 10- 2 [mol/ m:~/s] (*) and 1- 10- 1 [1uol/ m:3/s] (o)) 

vessel st.rongly clepeuds ou the vessel radius , whereby the~ radius of the supplied tissue volume 
vnries iu order of maguitucle h-0111 10 to 100 [µm j. The figure indicates that tissue with high 
111eta bolism tuust he charnc-t.erised h_v rdatively high wssd cleusities . 

2.4 D iscussion 

The numerical model clescribed ahove is hasecl on a number of assumptious and simplifica
tions. In this sec:tion these assumptions and simplific-atious will be discussed briefiy. 

Iu the clerivatiou of the flux relation , the clepend(0 m·e on the axial co-orclinate iu the tis
sue was neglected. It is expec:te<l that this assumpti011 is valid if the resolntion iu axial 
clireC" tion is large euough. 

The clerivat ion of the oxygen mass lmlauc-e is bast'd on the assumption tha.t oxygen en oxy
haemoglohiu are iu chemica! equilibrium. This assumptiou will be legitimate if the time-sntle 
associated with the reac:ti011 kinetics is umch smaller tlmn the diffusion time-sc:alc. 

Furth<:·rn1ore, fac:ilitated diffusion in the tissue by myoglobin is for this moutent not taken into 
ac:couut. l\Iyoglobiu , in a very simplified represent.atiou the mouomer of whic:h haemoglohiu is 
huik! , can combine with oxygen to form oxymyoglobiu. The presenc:e of myoglohi11 dec:reases 
the part.ia! pressure of oxygen in thf' tissue and can therefore contrihute to the delivery of 
oxygen to the tissue. No distinetio11 was made hetwcen interstitial fluicl and cells wlten con
sidering the transport coeffients. 
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Figure 2.8: Tissue radius for the different segments of the recursively connected vessel seg
ments of the symmetrically bifurcating vessel tree. Different metabolic consumption rates 
where used, 1 · 10-2 [mol/m3 /s] (*) and 1 · 10-1 [mol/m3 /s] (o) 

Regulating mechanisms/transient phenomena such as pulsated flowing of the blood are not 
taken into account. The velocity as well as the diameter of the vessel are assumed to be 
constant in time. In reality these variables could change due to vasodilation, widening of the 
vessel diameter, or vasoconstriction, narrowing of the vessel diameter. 

As mentioned before, the affinity of haemoglobin to oxygen can change due to changes in 
temperature and pH. Other dependencies are on the pC02 and the concentration of 2,3-
diphosphoglycerate (2,3-DPG). This is extensively studied by Dash and Bassingthwaighte 
[18] . For naw, 'standard' physiological conditions are assumed (Adair constants are taken 
from Beard and Bassingthwaighte [3]). 
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Chapter 3 

Discrete vasculature model 

3.1 Introduction 

The discrete vasculature model (DIVA) was developed at the department of radiotherapy at 
the Utrecht University hospita! [16] [l]. The model calculates tissue temperature, includ
ing vasculature induced inhomogeneities, during hyperthermia treatment. Hyperthermia is 
the heating of tissue in order to increase the effectiveness of radiotherapy and chemotherapy 
treatment. When heating tissue, for example using micro-waves, the vessels function as a heat 
drain for the tissue. This can give cause to inhomogeneities in the tissue temperature and a 
locally reduced treatment effectivity. For this reason it was suggested to develop a model that 
takes the heat transfer between individual vessels and the tissue surrounding these vessels into 
account. Results found using such a model could be used to improve hyperthermia treatment 
planning. 

The strong analogy between mass- and heat transfer has led to the idea that the DIVA 
model can be changed in such a way that it is possible to describe mass transfer via the 
( micro )vasculature. Conceptually both models will have a strong analogy, in their details the 
models will differ. This chapter will start to briefly discuss the differences between discrete 
and continuum models. Since the formulation of the DIVA has its foundations in thermal 
modelling, this will be the start of the discussion. After this discussion the main concepts of 
the DIVA model, applied to mass transfer, will be explained. 

3.2 Continuum versus discrete modelling 

In thermal modelling of human tissue a simplified approach to take the perfusion of tissue into 
account is formulated by Pennes bioheat equation. This equation, an energy balance, assumes 
that all the heat transfer between the tissue and the vasculature takes place between the tissue 
and the capillaries. An artery entering a certain volume with an arterial blood temperature 
Tart [K] will in this way be responsible for a local heat sink given by WbCb(T - Tart) [W /m3]. 

Here wb is the tissue perfusion [kg/m3 /s], eb [J / kg / K] is the specific heat capacity of the 
blood and T [K] is the local tissue t emperature. This term assumes that the deposition ( or 
extraction) of heat has a one-to-one relationship with the perfusion distribution within the 
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volume. The complete bioheat equation is given by: 

ar 
PtisCtis8t = v' · (ktis 'v'T) - CbWb(T - Tart)+ P (3.1) 

Here Ptis [kg/m3] is the tissue density, Ctis [J/(kg K)] is the specific heat capacity of the tissue, 
ktis [W /K/m] is the heat conductivity of the tissue and P [W /m3] is the power density ( due to 
an external heating source, for example due to RF heating) or can be the result of metabolism. 

Given the similarity between mass- and heat transfer , an equation analogous to Pennes bio
heat equation can be formulated. This equation is given by: 

ac 8t = 'v' · (Dtis'v'C) + Wb(Cart - C) - M(C) (3.2) 

where C [mol/m3] is the local tissue concentration, Dtis [m2 /s] and M(C) [mol/m3 /s] is a 
metabolic term that depends on the local oxygen concentration 

Both models are characterised by the fact that all interaction between tissue and vascula
ture takes place in the capillaries. This implies that instant equilibration of the blood flow 
takes places in the capillary beds. Equilibration in the pre-capillary vessels is ignored and as 
well as the vessel - vessel interactions. 

In reality, there is a significant amount of interaction between the vasculature and the tissue 
surrounding it already before the blood reaches the capillary beds. As a result locally inho
mogeneities, for example around vessels or vessel pairs, cannot be predicted by continuum 
models as Pennes bioheat equation or the mass equivalent of this equation. Discrete mod
els, models where individual vessels are taken into account, can predict local inhomogeneities. 

At the University of Utrecht at the department of radiotherapy a numerical model was de
veloped that combines the discrete approach, used to predict local inhomogeneities in the 
temperature distribution due to the vasculature, with a continuum approach. The vascular 
structure is taken into account discretely up to a certain level of detail and terminates at so 
called terminal segments. The additional heat contribution that is associated with the blood 
flow leaving these segments is distributed in the tissue using a continuum approach. 

Since the vasculature has a (geometrically) complex structure, the choice was made to sepa
rate the vasculature from the tissue by implementing the vasculature as a collection of sources. 
An analytica! relation was derived using a mixing-cup blood temperature and the temper
ature in the direct neighborhood of the vessels to evaluate the trans-vascular flux out from 
the tissue into the vessels. This gives rise to a term within the tissue and a corresponding 
negative change of the temperature downstream. In this way the transfer of heat within the 
tissue can be computed using an finite-difference method using an equidistant grid and grid 
generation problems are avoided. 

The finite-difference diffusion scheme is implemented by dividing the computational volume 
in smaller sub-volumes, so called voxels. For each individual voxel a mass balance can be for
mulated. This mass balance states that the change in concentration in a voxel is the result of 
the consumption in the voxel, the net diffusive flux out of the voxels and the perfusion of the 
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tissue within the voxel be it a result of the discrete or continuum approach. The derivation 
of a finite-difference scheme applied to mass transfer then results in (see appendix B): 

et+tlt _ et 
i,j,k i,j,k 

f::.t 
~ b.~2 (Di,j\(ef-1 ,j ,k - ef) + Df,j ,k(ef+1,j ,k - ef)) 

1 ( -y ( t t ) y ( t t ) ) +- D . e. - - e . + D . . e. . - e . f::.y2 i,J,k i,J-1,k i,J,k i,J,k i,J+l,k i,J,k 

+-1-(D-:-z (et . k 1 - et . k) + Dz . k(et. k 1 - et. k)) ~z2 i,J,k i,J, - i,J, i,J , i,J, + i ,J, 

-(Mt k + Qt . k) 'l,J) t,J, 

where i, j, and k are respectively counters in x, y and z direction and: 

2Di,j ,kDi±l,j,k 

Di,j,k + Di±l,j,k 

2Di,j ,kDi,j±l,k 

Di,j ,k + Di,j±l,k 

2Di ,j,kDi,j,k±l 

D i,j,k + Di,j,k±l 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

[m2 /s] are effective diffusion coefficients that allow the use of different tissue types within the 
computational volume. Here Q [mol/(m3 s)] represents a source term that is the result of 
the interaction with discrete vessels in the surrounding tissue or can be the result of polling 
which is the topic of section 3.5. 

3.3 Discrete modelling: sets 

In order to implement the interaction of the vasculature with the surrounding tissue, certain 
voxels in the computational grid are assigned to so called exchange and estimation sets. The 
union of these set is what is called a bucket. 

A vessel, is represented by a trajectory and a diameter. By performing a raster operation, 
certain voxels will be found to be located in the direct neighborhood of the vessel wall. If the 
center of a voxel is positioned within the vessel lumen and if it 'contains' the vessel wall it 
is assigned to be an element of the exchange set. Voxels that are adjacent to the exchange 
set voxels are members of the estimation set. Figure 3.1 shows schematically a vessel cross
section and the corresponding exchange and estimation set. For a given estimation set, the 
trans-vascular fluxes can be computed with an analytical flux relation for every est imation 
voxel. At this moment fluxes are computed using the same metabolic constants and diffusion 
coefficients for the vessel wall and the surrounding tissue. This restriction can be released 
by implementation of equation A.12 (appendix A). After the computation of the flux for the 
individual members of the est imation set, the flux is averaged. This averaged flux times the 
bucket area, times a certain time step results in an exchange of mass that is the distributed 
over the exchange set voxels and leads to a change in the blood concentration. This is the 
subject of the following section. 
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Estimation voxel 

■ Exchange voxel 

Figure 3.1: Example of a bucket set, divided into an estimation and exchange voxels. 

3.4 The evolution of the concentration profile 

Modelling the evolving concentration profile is implemented in a number of steps that are 
performed subsequently. These steps will be presented here. 

Updating the mixing-cup concentration The mass flow computed earlier is used to up
date the concentration profile. Here it is important to realize that it is insufficient to 
substract the mass flow from the bucket if the molecule/substance under consideration 
is involved in chemica! reactions. In the case of oxygen it will be assumed that the 
time needed to restore the chemica! equilibrium after disturbances of this equilibrium 
is much smaller than the typical time needed for transport of free oxygen out of the 
vessel. For a small cylindrical fluid element with length 8l, it holds that: 

otr = 0~ + 4HbHtS(O~) 

ot+~t = o2t+~t + 4HbHtS(02t+~t) 2,T 

the subscript T denotes the total oxygen concentration, t indicates the time and b.t 
the vessel time-step. A mean mass flux < J > that the reduces the mass content of a 
sample with length 8l leads toa decrease of the total mass in the sample during a time 
step b.t of 21rrves < J > ólb.t. For this reason it can be written that: 

1rr;es8lO~+~t + 1rr;es8l4HbHtS(o~+~t) = 1rr;es8lO~ + 1rr;es8l4HbHtS(O~) (3.5) 

27l'Tves < J > ólb.t 

If the quantities on the right-hand-side are all known, solving the equation for o~+~t 
will give the new free oxygen concentration of the sample. However, this would require 
finding the roots of a higher-order polynomial, a time consuming operation. Therefore 
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it will be assumed that the changes in saturation are relatively small, as seems to be 
supported by previous results. In that case a linearisation of the saturation around o; 
is expected to be a good approximation. It is then found that. 

(3.6) 

The mean flux < J > is found by interpolation of the flux ( over the axial trajectory 
during the time step) and is given by: 

J _ 2lb - Ub.Ó.t J · Ub.Ó.t J · 
< >- 2lb i + 2lb i+l 

(3.7) 

Ji denotes the flux out of a fluid element at time t and Ji+l the flux out of the element 
at time t + .ó.t . 

Shift and Resampling In a time-step .ó.t the voxel content is shifted over a length Ub.Ó.t. 

The new profile is shifted over this length and re-sampled on the grid by linear interpo
lation. This is illustrated in figure 3.3. 

t 
C o Old profile 

□ U pdated bucket concentration 

Figure 3.2: Computation of the new concentration values and shifting the profile over a length 
Ub.Ó.t. 

Note that if an other molecule, not involved in a chemical equilibrium is considered, 4HbHtS'([02]) 
reduces to zero. 

3.5 Sink/source sets 

In order to have an accurate description of the transfer of mass from the vasculature to the 
surrounding tissue, the grid spacing has to decreases when the level of detail of the vascu
lature increases. This means that with an increasing level of detail the grid dimensions will 
increase resulting in higher computational casts. However if a vascular tree is generated with 
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Figure 3.3: Re-sampling of the concentration profile. 

a certain number of bifurcations, it is not guaranteed that the blood in the terminal segments 
has equilibrated with the surrounding tissue. Truncating the discrete vasculature therefore 
can lead to an incorrect - to low - tissue concentrations. For this reason polling is introduced. 
Polling is based on the assumption that the blood leaving the terminal vessel segment will 
equilibriate with the tissue in a source set that is for 'historica!' reasons called the poll set. 
The amount of mass of the specie under consideration is distributed over the poll set voxels 
and is this way the mass balance is closed. 

In the case of oxygen transport the concentration difference of both free and bounded oxygen 
has to be taken into account. The total oxygen concentration is given by [02]+4Ht[Hb]S([02]) 
and therefore the amount of mass deposited into a poll set voxel i is given by: 

where Q [m3 /s] is the volume flow out of the terminal segment and Vpollset [m3] is the volume 
of the poll set. 

For venous trees the poll set is used to determine the inflow concentration of the termi
nal segments. A weighted average is computed of the concentrations found in the voxels that 
are an elements of the poll set. It is used that: 

N 

qn = LWiCi 
i=l 

(3.9) 

where i indicate voxel i of the poll set, Wi is the weigth of voxel i and N is the number of 
voxels withing the venous poll set. The 'weights' of the voxels in the poll set correspond to 
the perfusion distribution. 
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3.6 Stability 

Both the vessel as the tissue finite-difference scheme require the choice of a simulation time
step. The choice of time-step reflects both on the accuracy of the schemes but also on the 
stability of the schemes. Following the analysis performed by Kotte [1], it is found using (see 
appendix B) : 

(3.10) 

that for ~ x = ~y = ~z = 50 [µm] and Dtis = 2.4 · 10- 9 [m/ s2] , the maximum time-step used 
for the tissue difference scheme equals 0.17 [s]. Note that this time-step, the Fourier time
step, is proport ional to the square of the voxel extent . This relation holds for a homogeneous 
diffusion coefficient and constant metabolism. This relation does not t ake local sources due 
to polling or tissue-vessel exchange into account (the term Q in equation 3.3). Calculations 
performed with linear metabolism are expected to be stable if: 

(3.11) 

where M1 [s-1] is the consumption rate when assuming linear metabolism. 

For the vessel domain, again following [1] ( the derivation is found in appendix C) , it 1s 
found that: 

where Leq is given by (see appendix C) : 

Leq = ubr;es ( Sh~b + 2~ ln ( r :J) 

(3 .12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

These equations hold for constant metabolism and for species (unlike oxygen) that are not 
involved in a chemica! reactions. For these situations the shift discussed earlier should be 
smaller than two times the equilibration length and smaller than the bucket length. 

The influence of haemoglobin present in the blood cannot be assessed analytically since the 
differential equation describing the vessel concentration can not be solved analytically. It can 
however be expected that the presence of hemoglobin will increase the stability enormously. 
Instabilities are found if the mass flux out of a bucket exceeds the mass contents within the 
bucket . Due to the presence of hemoglobin the contents at a given oxygen concentration 
can be about one or two orders larger than without hemoglobin this will stabilize the vessel 
iteration scheme dramatically. 

The stability criteria are implemented in MassTran (following Heatran) by computing the 
shift and the equilibrium length for every estimation set voxel. The minimum value of the 
equilibration length is used for a comparison. If the shift exceeds either two times the equili
bration length or the bucket length for a given 'tissue' time-step (which is user defined) the 
time-step is divided in equal sub time-steps and the for one tissue step the vessel concentration 
profile is updated multiple times. 
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3. 7 Discussion 

3.7.1 Trees 

The DIVA model is structured in such a way that only 'tree-like ' vasculature can be modelled. 
A tree can be defined as a recursive structure where the number of nodes ( where begin and 
end points are considered as nodes too) N are connected by N - 1 segments. An example 
is given if figure 3.4(a). The numbers in the tree (figure 3.4(a)) indicate the bifurcation 

2 

0 

(a) A tree-like structure (b) A net-like structure 

Figure 3.4: Two vascular network types. 

level. The number zero indicates the root and after each bifurcation the bifurcation level is 
increased by one. The direction of the blood flow brings in a extra constraint that has to 
be satisfied for a tree in order to be suitable for use with the DIVA model. The blood flow 
in the tree has to be directed in such a way that blood in a segment with bifurcation level 
i flows into a segment with bifurcation level i + 1 for an arterial tree and for a venous tree, 
blood in a segment with bifurcation level i + 1 has to flow into a segment with bifurcation 
level i . Exceptions within a tree exclude the tree for usage in the DIVA model. Figure 3.4(b) 
shows a net-like vascular network. The definition of a tree (a structure consisting of N nodes 
and N - 1 segments) determines that this network cannot be a tree. Such a network would 
therefore be not suitable for usage with the DIVA model. Net-like structures are however 
found in the micro-vasculature and it is therefore recommended to extent the current model 
with the possibility to use these type of networks in the DIVA model. Since this requires 
fundamental changes of the program this is out of the scope of this research. 
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3. 7.2 Branching phenomena 

Vesselsegments are connected in vesselnodes. In these nodes a parent vessel bifurcates into, 
in general , two child segments. Different phenomena are expected to occur in these nodes. In 
the child segment the velocity and the concentration profile 'need' a certain length to develop 
( en try length). The lenght needed for the concentration profile to develop can be estimated 
by: 

(3 .15) 

where Se (IJ) is the Schmidt number , the mass transfer equivalent of the Prandtl ( ~ ) number 
comparing the momentum- and the mass diffusivity. L1i is the hydrodynamical entry length. 
This length is estimated by: 

L1i ~ 0.05Re2rves (3.16) 

Where Re is the Reynolds number ( u/ , with U and L respectively the relevant velocity- and 
length scale of the considered problem) . Taking v = 10-5 [m2 / s], D = 10- 9 [m2 /s], it is 
found that the Schmidt number is of the order 104 . The Reynolds number, using that U is 
typically 10-2 [m/ s] and L is typically 10-4 [m], is of the order 10-1. It is then found that 
the hydrodymical entry length is or the order of 10-3a, where ais the vessel diameter. Then 
length needed for the development of the concentration profile is then of the order of 101a . 
A vessel of 100 [µm] in diameter is expected to typically have a length of 101 [mm], which 
corresponds to 102 times the vessel diameter. This could mean that , based on this estimation 
a significant part of the vessel ( estimated here to be in the order of 10 % of the length) has 
a significantly higher Sherwood number [19] . 

Another effect is the fact that an asymmetrical bifurcation, which is a commonality in vessel 
structures, can lead to an inhomogeneous distribution of t he hematrocrit in vessel networks. 
This is also means that the changing hematrocit leads to an additional disturbance of the 
chemical equilibrium since it changes the bound oxygen concentration and therefore the satu
ration. A comparable phenomenon is expected when two venous fl.ows (in two child segments 
having t he same parent segment) combine. If it is assumed that the fluid in the individual 
child segments where in ( quasi-) equilbrium then in the neighborhood of t he bifurcation an 
additional disturbance of the equilibrium is expected that will possible influence the mass 
flow out of the vessel. 

So far these phenomena are here only described qualitatively. A more det ailed / quantitat ive 
study of these effects could give an idea of the importance of these effects with respect to the 
deliverance of mass to tissue. 
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Chapter 4 

Validation and concentration 
distribution calculations for simple 
3D geometries 

4.1 Tissue transport 

In order to validate the 3-D model described in the previous chapter, a number of test prob
lems will be studied in this chapter. Furthermore solutions will be calculated for simple 3D 
configurations including vasculature. 

The first test case involves modelling the stationary concentration in a black of tissue, with 
concentrations set on two opposing walls and no diffusion over the remaining four sides, ren
dering the problem essentially one dimensional. Mass transfer to the tissue by the vascular 
bed is modelled Pennes-like (continuum model, all transfer in capillaries) , and a homogeneous 
and constant metabolic process consumes the modelled substance. The simulation results can 
be compared with the analytica! solution of the following differential equation: 

d2C 
Dtis dx2 + Wb(Cart - C) - Mo = 0 (4.1) 

This equation can be made dimensionless by introducing the following dimensionless variables: 

x X 
= L 

ê C 
= 

Cart 

with x the dimensionless coordinate in the interesting direction and ê the dimensionless tissue 
concentration. Substitution of these variables in equation 4.1 results in: 

2 A 

CartD a C ( A ---y:;:- Öx 2 + Wb Cart - CartC) - Mo = 0 (4.2) 

with Wb [m3 blood /m3 tissue /s] the tissue perfusion. Dividing both sides of equation 4.3 by 
CÏ5D and from here no langer writing the hats it is found that: 

82C _ WbL
2 

C = (Mo - WbCardL
2 

öx2 D CartD 
(4.3) 
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The general solution of this equation is given by: 

(4.4) 

where: 

(4.5) 

It can be seen that the influence of the boundaries by diffusion is characterised by a length 

/"f;,. On the boundaries of the domain i.e. at x = 0 and x = 1 dimensionless concentrations 

Co and C1 are chosen respectively. It can then be found that: 

A A 
(Mo - WbCart) 

Co 1 + 2 - ------
wbCart 

(Mo - WbCart) 
Ai exp(->.) + A2 exp(>.) - C 

Wb art 

For reasons of convenience new constants are introduced: 

Bo = Ai+ A2 

B1 A1 exp(->.) + A2 exp(>.) 

Solving for A1 and A2 it is found that: 

and: 

Bi - Bo exp(>.) 
exp(->.) - exp(>.) 

B1 - Bo exp(>.) 
2 sinh(>.) 

B1 - Bo exp(->.) 
exp(>.) - exp(->.) 

Bi - Bo exp(->.) 
2 sinh(>.) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

substituting these constants in equation 4.17 and rewriting the equation, the solution for the 
concentration distribution is found: 

C( ) 
Bi - Bo exp(>.) ( \ ) B1 - Bo exp(->.) ( \ ) Mo - wbCart 

X = ------- exp -AX + ------- exp A X - -----
2 sinh(>.) 2sinh(>.) wbCart 

(4.14) 

An interesting special case is that of the no-flux condition at all six boundaries of the domain. 
Then it should hold that: 

0 

0 

->.A1 + >.A2 

->.A1 exp(->.) + >.A2 exp(>.) 

(4.15) 

( 4.16) 

Solving this set of equations shows that the only possible stationary solution has A1 = A2 = 0 
and the solution is a homogeneous concentration that depends on metabolism, perfusion and 
arterial concentration, but not on the diffusion coefficient: 

( 4.17) 
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This concentration equals that in 4.17 far enough from the boundaries. A comparison be
tween the analytica! solution just derived and the numerical solution found using MassTran 
is presented in figure 4.1. 

-'
() 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 IEi 

0.2 

Dimensionless concentration as a function of the normalised position. 

Analytica! solution -
Numerical solution □ 

o~---~~--------~----~---~ 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

x/L [-] 

Figure 4.1: Comparison of the numerical and the analytica! solution using the parameters as 
specified in table 4.1 

Parameter 

D 
Wb 

a 
Mo 
ê(x = o) 
ê(x = 1) 
Carterial 

L 

Value 

2.4 · 10-9 

1 · 10-1 

1.35 · 10-3 

5.10-3 

0.4 
0.4 
100 

1 · 10-3 

Unit 

[m2/s] 
[s-1] 

[mol/m3] 

[moljm3/s] 
[-] 
[-] 

[mmHg] 
[ml 

Table 4.1: Parameters chosen to compute the numerical solution. 

A second test problem, no longer essentially 1-D, involves the calculation of the concen
tration distribution between two concentric spheres with constant metabolism but without 
perfusion. The radius of inner sphere r1 was chosen to be 0.5 [mm], the outer radius r2 was 
chosen to be given by 2 [mm]. The stationary solution must satisfy the differential equation: 

(4.18) 

First a solution will be calculated if the metabolic consumption rate equals zero. The analyti
ca} solution using fixed concentration boundary conditions and assuming spherical symmetry, 
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is given by: 

(4.19) 

Figure 4.2 shows a comparison between the analytica! solution of the model problem and 
the numerical approximation. The numerical solution found is in good agreement with the 
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~ 
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0.05 

Spherical solution of the diffusion equation 

Analytica! solution. 
Numerical solution h = 98.0 [µm] x 

0.0006 0.0008 0.001 0.0012 0.0014 0.0016 0.0018 0.002 
r [m] 

Figure 4.2: Solution of a spherical diffusion problem. 

analytica! solution. However, discretisation of the tissue grid , modelling spherical flow in a 
cartesian grid, causes small deviations from the analytica! solution. 

Figure 4.3 shows a comparison between the analytica! solution of the model problem for 
the case that M 0 equals 5.0 • 10-4 [mol/ m3 /s]. The figure shows that using a grid spacing 
of 98.0 [µm] good correspondence with the analytica! solution is found . A second numerical 
solution performed at an approximately two times higher resolution shows an even better cor
respondence with the analyt ica! solut ion, which shows that t he deviations from the analytica! 
solution are caused by discretisation errors. 

4 .2 Single vessel 

As a first test case for problems including vasculature, the concentrat ion distribut ion in 
a t issue cylinder containing a single vessel will be calculated . In table 4. 2 the simulation 
parameters are presented. 
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Parameter I Value 1 Unit 

Tves 50 [µm] 
Ttis 100 [µm] 
Ctis 5.4 · 10-2 [mol/m3] 

Cin 1.35 · 10-1 [mol/m3] 

Q 1 · 10-11 [m3/s] 
Mo 1.0· 10-2 [mol/(m3 s)] 
L 10 [mm] 

Table 4.2: Simulation parameters as used in the 'single vessel' calculations. 

Figure 4.4 shows a comparison of the mixing-cup concentration along the vessel found using 
MassTran and the same found using the earlier derived 2D vessel model. This figure shows 
that the results of the two models are in good agreement. Figure 4.5 shows an axial cross
section at y = 0 [mm] of the concentration distribution. It is observed that the lines of 
constant concentration in the vicinity of the 'entering' vessel do not decrease monotonically 
using the discrete vasculature model. This artefact is a product of the method in which the 
exchange is implemented in the tissue. Vessel bucket boundaries will in general not match 
with voxel boundaries. As a result, it is possible that one voxel will be in the exchange set of 
two consecutive buckets, while the voxel's neighbour containing just as much vessel will be in 
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Figure 4.3: Solution of a spherical diffusion-reaction problem. 
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the exchange set of only one bucket. This will lead to a roughly double mass exchange with 
the first tissue voxel compared to the second, resulting in behaviour as observed in figure 4.5. 
Due to the regular nature of this problem, using a 'bucket shrink factor' i.e. choosing the 
bucket size to be a fract ion smaller than the original size eliminates the artefact in this case. 
This is shown in figure 4.6. The strategy of using a bucket shrink factor is not an option in 
complex vasculature calculations. In figure 4. 7 the solutions for the oxygen concentration in 
the vessel is plotted for both the situation where a shrink factor was applied and the situation 
where the original bucket size was used. It can be seen that the 'shared voxel' artefact has a 
negligible influence on the oxygen depletion from the blood. 

4.3 Counter-current vessel pairs 

Anatomical studies have shown that in tissue vasculature vessels are frequently arranged in 
counter-current vessel pairs. In heat transfer the counter-current vessel configuration has 
been extensively studied. Because of their physiological significance and the availability of 
an analytical solution to the problem ( derived with some simplifications) the counter-current 
geometry was chosen to test the accuracy of the DIVA model [16]. The counter-current vessels 
'violate' the assumption of axi-symmetry that was used when deriving the flux relat ion that 
is used by the model. 

Figure 4.8 shows simulated oxygen concentrations found in the artery and the vein as 
a function of position. The spacing between the vessel center lines was chosen to be 100 
[µm]. The vessel radii were chosen to be 50 [µm]. T he magnitude of the blood velocity was 
chosen to be 20 [mm/s] in both vessels. Metabolism was chosen to be 1.0 · 10-2 [mol/(m3 s)]. 
The modelled vessel length was 1.0 [mm] and the arterial- and venous inlet concentration 
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Comparison of the MassTran and the 2D single vessel model 
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MassTran ◊ 
2D single vessel + 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the solut ion found by MassTran ( ◊) and the earlier discussed 2D 
model ( + ). In MassTran the vessel segment was divided into 51 buckets. The length of the 
vessel is 10 [mm], the volume flow in both cases was 1.0 · 10- 11 [m3 /s]. Constant metabolism 
was applied with a value of 1.0 · 10- 2 [mol/(m3s)]. 
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Contour plot lor 51 buckets. 
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Figure 4.5: Contour plot at y = 0 [mm] using 51 buckets. 

where respectively chosen to be 1.35- 10- 1 [mol/ m3 ] and 5.4 · 10- 2 [mol/ m3 ] . Both vessels 
were oriented along the x-axis with the artery entering the volume at :c = 0 [m]. For the 
artery, the mixing-cup concentration was found to decrease slightly but clearly. The venous 
concentration was found to be as good as constant . This result is due to the fact that the 
derivative of t he saturation with respect to the free oxygen concentration was relatively high at 
the venous free oxygen concentration. T his makes that a net-flux into or out of the vessel will 
mostly lead to respect ively an increase or decrease of the bound oxygen concentration. Figure 
4.9 shows a contour plot of the concentration distribution at x = 0.5 [mm]. A dipole-like 
concentration distribution can be clearly observed . 

4.4 Discussion and conclusions 

The simulations for a t issue volume with perfusion modelled without discrete vessels showed 
a good agreement between model calculations and the analyt ica! relat ions. For the spherical 
solution of the reaction-diffusion equation small difference between the analytica! solution 
and the numerical solution were observed that could be proven to be a discretisa tion effect . 

'Single vessel' calculations showed an artefact in the tissue concentrations that was found 
to be the result of the way the vessel- t issue mass exchange is implemented in the tissue. 
However , the concentration within the blood is almost unaffect ed by the irregularities in t he 
tissue. 
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Contour plot lor 51 buckets using a shrink factor. 
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a di pole- like coucent.ra.tiou distribut ion . T he arterial c:onceut ratiou denease slight.l,v while 
t he mixing-cup concent rat iou of t.he veiu was fouucl to be approximatel,v coustaut. T his is 
0xpected to be t he result of the steepness of t he satm ation curve at the venous iulet c:011-

centrnt ion . An iucrease of free oxygen concentrntion will lead to t he assoc: iatiou of oxygen 
with haemoglobin and will therefore dominant ly lead to n,n increase of the ho1111cled oxygen 
concent rat ion. 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the solutions found using 51 buckets with and without a bucket 
shrink. The oscillations as found in the t issue domain are not found in the vessel domain. 

Concentration profiles of counter current vessels. 
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Figure 4.8: The free oxygen concentration profiles of an artery and a vein forming a counter 
current vessel pair. The vessel spacing in chosen to be 100 [µm], t he vessel diameter to be 50 
[µm]. 
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Dipole concentration distribution induced due to a counter-current vessel pair. 
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Chapter 5 

Generation of vascular trees 

5.1 Introduction 

It is generally very difficult to extract the vessel data from real angiographic data, in a form 
that can be used by MassTran, with the number of different vessel generations that is desired. 
What is needed is a description that includes for each vessel: the 3-D trajectory, the radius, 
the volume flow, as well as pointers to its 'parent' vessel, and its 'children' vessels. This same 
problem also occurs in modelling the heat transfer in the vasculature with Heatran, which 
caused its users to develop a vessel generation algorithm to create vessel networks or to add 
detail to vessel networks created from clinical data. This algorithm, VAMP, Vascular Assembly 
through Modifiable Potential, algorithm [16] uses potential functions, to create vascular trees, 
'from the leaves down', so as to obtain a desired perfusion distribution. This chapter will 
discuss the construction of vascular trees using this algorithm and network analysis that can 
be performed on the found trees. 

5.2 Potential functions 

The idea bebind the algorithm is that the perfusion distribution, which is assumed known, 
should correspond to the distribution of the terminal branches of the finest vessels. To achieve 
this, first an appropriate set of end points is created. Starting from these points branches 
are successively connected to the thus growing vasculature. A 3D potential field is the key 
component of this algorithm. (Attracting) potentials are imposed by root nodes (typically 
found at the edge of a computational volume) and the vasculature that is present at a given 
phase of the construction process. An example of root potential function is given by: 

<Proot = o:JIJf- I'root Il (5.1) 

with o: a constant defining whether the root node is a strong or weak attractor, relatively 
speaking, the vector f' the position in space and f'root the root position. The present vascula
ture imposes a potential on the domain given by: 

<Pvessel-voxel = /JIJf- Tves 11 7 (5.2) 

,6 is a constant that defines the strength of attraction of the vasculature to the segment under 
construction, , defines a certain sphere of attraction and Tves the position of the individual 
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voxels that are a part of the vasculature. These two equations are the ingredients needed to 
compute the total potential field at a given construction step . By determining the direction 
with the steepest descent of the potential i.e. where the gradient is maximal, the trajectory 
of the constructed vessel is determined. 

At the start of the program, the program will first generate a selection of end points with den
sities that match the perfusion distribution. These points will be connected to one or more 
root points, or possibly a user supplied rudimentary vasculature. With every endpoint an 
(arbitrary) flow unit is associated. As will be seen later, these flow units are used to preserve 
mass conservation in the network and can be used after the construction step to compute the 
segment diameters. 

The potential imposed by the root point is computed and an endpoint is selected as start 
to construct the first vessel segment . For the selected endpoint the neighboring voxel with 
lowest value for the total potential function is determined. This new voxel is made part of the 
trajectory and this process continues until one of the root points is found. A second end point 
is then selected that will 'feel' both the attraction of the root point as well as the attraction 
of the constructed vessel segment. Again the process of appending the voxel for which the 
steepest descent is found is performed. This process continues until one of the root points 
is found or an intersection is found with the already constructed vessel. In the latter case 
the segment that was constructed first is divided into two segments. One arbitrary flow unit 
is added in the upstream segment , in order to preserve mass conservation. This process is 
repeated for all endpoints. In case the construction of a segment leads to the inclusion of a 
voxel that was already assigned to be part of that same segment the 'loop' is deleted and an 
alternative approach is taken to select the next voxel. A vessel segment under construction 
may connect at the endpoint of an existing vessel segment. This creates a branchpoint, rather 
than a termination point, where flow is not conserved. Because the algorithm keeps count of 
the a. u. flows in the tree, it is possible to cleanly take care of this where needed. 

After the succesive generation of the vessel segments as collections of voxels, the seg
ments have to converted in a geometrical representation consisting of a 3-D trajectory and a 
diameter. The diameters are computed based on the flows using Murray's law. 

5.3 Murray's Law 

Vascular trees are characterized by a large number of bifurcations: points where a parent 
segment connects to two (or, on rare occasions, more) child segments. Length, diameter and 
blood velocity will change after such a bifurcation. Murray suggested that a relation between 
the diameter of a parent and the child segments can be found through an optimization prin
ciple. 

Starting point for the derivation (for a more complete derivation see [20]) is a single ves
sel. The key assumption made for the derivation of Murray's law is the assumption that in an 
ideal network the energy associated with the presence of the vessel, the blood and the blood 
flow is minimal. The amount of energy needed to maintain the blood flow is proportional to 
the volume flow Q [m3 /s] and the required pressure difference bi.p [Pa]: 

(5.3) 
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The driving pressure 6.p, assuming a Poisseuille profile, is given by: 

6. = Q 8µl 
P 1rR4 (5.4) 

where µ [Pas] is the dynamic viscosity of the blood, l [m] is the length of the segment and R 
[m] is the radius of the lumen. It is then found, combining equation 5.3 and 5.4, that: 

P. = Q2 8µl 
Q 1rR4 (5.5) 

This relation shows that maintaining a fluid flow becomes increasingly more expensive in 
terms of power when the radius decreases. The metabolic cost however will be proportional 
with the amount of blood and hence the volume within the lumen (V) and is given by: 

(5.6) 

According to Murray 's assumption the sum of both contributions to the required power is 
minimal for an ideal vessel. It is then found for ideal vessel of different flows the radius must 
conform to: 

Q =kR3 (5.7) 

where k [s-1] is a constant that is assumed to be equal for every segment. Using the conser
vation of mass it can then be found for a branch point that: 

kR~arent = kR~hild,2 + kR~hild,2 

and therefore that: 

R~arent = R~hild,2 + R~hild,2 

This result is known as Murray's law. 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

Equation 5.6 is used to set all diameters based on the a.u. flow in VAMP. The output of 
VAMP consists of the geometry, without the fluid characteristics as volume flows, and phys
ical characteristics of the fluid (blood diffusion coefficient, oxygen solubility), as well as the 
Sherwood number. The computer tool that turns the VAMP output to a full-blown vessel 
network can set all flows on the basis of the diameter using Murray 's Law, so that the flows 
are consistent with those assumed in VAMP. 

5 .4 Source Sets 

As mentioned before, the vasculature can in practice only be treated as discrete down to a 
level of detail that will usually be higher than the capillaries. The absence of the smallest 
vessels in the model poses two problems: first, there are the smallest veins that connect to 
'nothing' on the inflow side and must be given starting concentration; and second the vessels 
not discretely modelled might have a significant interaction with the tissue. The solution 
of the first problem was the introduction of poll sets. In effect, blood in a terminal vein 
will get the (flow-weighted) average tissue concentration in part of the tissue - usually sur
rounding the entrance to the terminal vein. Conversely, subvolumes of tissue are assigned to 
the terminal arteries where Pennes-like mass transfer will take place. If care is taken that 
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the pollsets for the veins match with the 'sink sets' for the arteries then mass will be conserved. 

Af"ter the construction of the tissue vasculature a decision has to made on size and loca
tion of the poll/source sets. Using the AddPollGeom algorithm a number of polling strategies 
can be used to generate the sets in which the interaction on the smallest scales will take place: 

transToEnd This strategy assigns a (user-defined) poll geometry (a rasterized sphere for 
example) at the end of the terminal terminal segments. 

assignedToEnd This strategy assigns the same (user-defined) poll geometry to all terminal 
end points. 

transToLoss This strategy assigns a (user-defined) pollset to nodes where a loss of mass is 
encountered (it is possible that this will occur not just at the terminal vessels , hut at 
branch points to) 

blockDivide This strategy divides the computational volume into a number of blocks. End 
points found in this subvolume are assigned to poll in this block. 

5.5 Examples of constructed vasculature 

This section will show a number of examples of computer generated vasculature, created using 
the previously described algorithm. It must be noted that because of the usually smaller sizes 
(tissue volume and smallest vessels present) compared to temperature simulations, optimum 
parameters for vasculature generation are somewhat different. 

As a first example a tree was generated using a root potential strength (a) of 100, the 
vessel potential factor ((3) - 1.0 · 10- 8 and the exponent 'Y was chosen to be -2.0. The num
ber of endpoints was chosen to be 729, t heir locations are chosen randomly in a volume of 
(1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0) [ cm3]. The diameter of the terminal segments was chosen to be 2 · 10- 5 

[m] For these parameter choices a vascular forest consisting of two arterial trees was found 
that is drawn in figure 5.1. The algorithm generated two vascular trees ('artO ' and 'artl') 
that are characterized by the data as presented in figure 5.2. A comparison with anatomical 
data [21] shows that for the highest Strahler orders a disagreement is found between the av
erage vessel length as computed for the generated vasculature and these data. For the lower 
Strahler orders the averaged length is in better agreement. Since all the segments within 
the three are inherently obeying Murray's law, the found velocities in the tree have a linear 
relation with the vessel diameter as can be seen in figure 5.3. The constant of proport ion, k in 
equation 5.8 was chosen to be 157 [s- 1 ] . This results in the velocities as presented if figure 5.3. 

By adding the volume flows of both trees and dividing the sum by the tissue volume a 
volume-averaged perfusion of 0.916 [L/(m3 s)] is found . Comparing this perfusion value with 
data of Fiala [22] shows that this perfusion value is close to values found for certain human 
skin tissue. 

Figure 5.4 shows a second example of vasculature generated by the earlier desribed algo
rithm. The root potential function is the same as in the first example, the potential function 
for the vasculature is adapted by increasing the vessel potential factor toa value of -1.0 · 10- 5 
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Figure 5.1: Example of vasculature generated with the VAMP. The generated arterial tree has 
729 endpoints that are distributed quasi-randomly within the computational volume. The 
root potential strength is chosen to be 100, the vessel potential function was chosen to be of 
the form as given in equation 5.2 with f3 = -5.0 • 10-9 and 'Y = -2.0 

leading to a stronger attraction of vessel segments under construction by the present vascula
ture. The number of endpoints was increased approximately by a factor 3 to 2194 endpoints. 
The diameter of the terminal segments was chosen to be 10 [µm] , two times as small as in 
the previous example. 

Figure 5.5 shows the relation between the Strahler order and the mean diameter and length 
for this tree. Increasing the strength of attraction of the vascular potential functions increased 
the averaged length of the higher Strahler order vessels. The short length found for the vessel 
of the highest Strahler order is caused by the apparent fact that two vessels of lower order 
apparently merge just before the edge of the tissue volume, in reality it can be expected that 
it would take quite a considerable distance before this vessel merges with another vessel of 
order 7 to form a vessel of order 8. 
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Figure 5. 2: Mean diameter ( +) and -length ( ◊) for 'artü' and 'artl' as a function of the 
Strahler order ( see appendix G). 

5.6 Discussion and conclusions 

Analysis of the (mean) vessel length and -diameter as a function of the Strahler order showed 
that at the highest Strahler orders (Strahler order larger than 5) unrealistic vessel lengths are 
found. The main reason for this will be that the extents of the volume are in the same order 
as vessels of the considered diameters will be in reality. This problem could be circumvented 
by generating the vasculature in a large volume and then selecting a sub-volume for transport 
calculations. In addition to this approach the attraction of the vasculature could be increased. 

Note that the analysis of the constructed vascular networks as presented in this chapter 
is limited. Other quantities like the intravascular distance and the number densities are also 
important parameters to validate the anatomical correctness of the constructed vasculature. 
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Length versus diameter 
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Figure 5.3: Blood velocity as a function of the vessel diameter. The constant of proportion 
between the third power of the vessel diameter and the volume flow is chosen to be 157 [s-1] . 
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Figure 5.4: A second example of artificial vasculature. 2194 arterial endpoints where dis
tributed over a volume of a cubic centimeter, all with a diameter of 10 [µm]. 
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Figure 5.5: Mean diameter ( +) and -length ( ◊) versus the Strahler order for the vasculature 
as presented in figure 5.4. 
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Chapter 6 

Modelling of mass transfer due to 
vascular trees 

6.1 Introduction 

Having developed an algorithm to generate (arterial) vascular trees, see the previous chapter, 
this chapter will discuss a number of simulations involving a vasculature created using this 
algorithm. The main objective of this section is to study the influence of the amount of 
vascular detail on the statistica! properties of the concentration distribution. 

6.2 Homogeneous tissue with discete vasculature 

Using the generated vasculature with 729 terminal vessels described in the previous section, 
a first simulation was performed with complex vasculature. The vasculature used was pre
sented as the first example of a constructed vasculature in chapter 5, figure 5.1. To model 
the interaction between the tissue and the vessels that were not individually modelled source 
sets were created using the strategy (see chapter 5) blockDivide. The strategy was applied 
using (9 x 9 x 9) sub-volumes in the tissue volume. The sub-volume where the endpoint of a 
terminal segment is found is assigned to be the source set of that terminal segment. It was 
checked before the calculation that every sub-volume was indeed assigned as a source set of 
one terminal segment (the number of sub-volumes matching the number of terminal arteries). 

On the boundary of the one cubic centimetre tissue volume a constant concentration was 
prescribed of 5.4 • 10-2 [mol/m3]. This corresponds to an oxygen tension of 40 [mmHg], a 
typical oxygen concentration. The oxygen mixing-cup concentration for the root of bath 
trees was chosen to be 1 · 10-1 [mol/m3] . For the transport and other physiological parame
ters standard values where used. The computational volume was divided into (100 x 100 x 100) 
voxels resulting in a Fourier time-step of 0.69 [s]. The vessel time-step was found to be more 
stringent at a value of 0.09 [s]. The simulation time-step was chosen to be 0.05 [s], assuring 
stability of bath the vessel and tissue difference scheme. The calculation time needed to reach 
a steady-state solution was found to be approximately 5-6 [h] on a Pentium (2.2 GHz, 512 Mb 
RAM memory) . The real, physical, time needed to evolve to this solution was around 2 [min]. 
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The metabolic oxygen consumption rate was adapted to the tissue perfusion since the per
fusion times the oxygen contents of the blood should at least be larger than the oxygen 
consumption rate to ensure that the saturation is larger than zero. It holds by approximation 
that: 

M 
6.S = 4HbHtP (6.1) 

with P [m3 blood /m3 tissue /s] the tissue perfusion and 6.S [-] the average change in sat
uration of the arterial blood. Setting the oxygen consumption rate to 2.0 • 10-3 [mol/ m3 /s] 
will lead to an average decrease of the saturation of 0.21 [-], when using a value of 1.0 • 10-3 

[m3 blood /m3 tissue /s] for the average tissue perfusion. 

Figure 6.1 gives an impression of the simulation results for the tissue domain. The plots 
show cross-sections of the concentration distribution and an iso-concentration surface plot 
of the calculated concentration distribution. Inhomogeneities due to the vasculature can be 
recognised, however the 'penetration depth' is found to be small in comparison with the ex
tents of the volume. This can also be seen from the iso-concentration surface plot drawn for 
C = 0.06 [mol/m3]. A more quantitative way to determine the inhomogeneity of the tissue 
concentration distribution is by drawing a histogram of the concentrations found in the voxels. 
Figure 6.2 shows a histogram of the concentration distribution. It can be seen that the con
centration is narrowly distributed around the mean tissue oxygen concentration (the average 
concentration equals 4.48 • 10-2 [mol/ m3], the standard deviation is found to be 4.45 • 10-3 

[mol/m3]). Figure 5.1 shows the mixing-cup blood concentrations for the vasculature. It can 
clearly be seen that the equilibration takes place over shorter length scales when looking at 
smaller vessel diameters. 

6.3 A two-regions example 

In the previous example, the metabolic oxygen consumption rate was assumed to be equal 
for the entire domain. In the next example, the computational volume is divided into two 
equal sub-volumes. One sub-volume has the same oxygen consumption rate as used in the 
previous calculations, the other sub-volume has an oxygen consumption rate two times as 
high. Another difference is that the oxygen concentrations in the root vessel segments were 
set to 1.35 · 10-1 [mol/m3]. The results clearly show that two different regions can be distin
guished with different (averaged) tissue oxygen concentrations corresponding to the different 
metabolic uptake rates that where set. This is illustrated as well in figure 6.5. Figure 6.5 
shows the tissue oxygen concentration profile along a line parallel to the x-axis at z = 50 
[-] and y = 85 [-]. It can clearly be seen that a 'high' and a 'low' concentration region can 
be distinguished. The peaks found in the profile are the result of the interaction with the 
vasculature. As can be seen the interaction that takes places is characterised by a length 
scale in the order of 500 [µm]. At the interface of the area with normal and relatively high 
metabolism, as expected, a relatively sharp gradient is found. 

By varying the colour map, so as to increase the resolution in the lower concentration 'regime' 
it was observed (not shown here) that the source sets can be recognised. This means that 
the choice of the sink set does have an influence on the resulting concentration distribution, 
however this seems to be a 'mild' effect . 
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6.4 Discussion 

The simulation results that are presented in this chapter give an impression of possible nu
merical investigations with the use of the MassTran model. The results confirm earlier found 
results: significant oxygen transfer from the vessels with the tissue takes place before the 
capillaries; and there are sharp gradients in the vicinity of the vasculature. Although mass 
transfer due to the vasculature is obviously present for both cases presented here, the mass 
transfer due to exchange in the source still plays an important role and changing these sets is 
expected to lead to a changed concentration distribution. A further increase of the vascular 
detail is expected to lead to an improved representation of the inhomogeneities. 
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Figurc G.1: Overview of the rcsults found for conc:entratio11 calc11latio11s for a tissm' volume 
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Figure 6.2: Histogram of the concentration distribution. Concentrations ranged from 
4.36 • 10-2 [mol/m3] to 1.30 • 10- 1 (1 count) [mol/m3]. The values found above the inlet 
concentration (0.31 % of all counts) of the volume are expected to be the result of the 'shared 
voxel artefact'. The entire range of concentrations was subdivided into 100 intervals. The 
figure shows a narrow, with an average concentration of 4.48 · 10-2 [mol/ m3 ] and a standarcl 
deviation of 4.45 • 10-3 [mol/ m3], concentration distribution. 
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Figure 6.4: Concentration distribution found using Massîran. Two regions characterised 
by different metabolic consumption rates were specified. These regions can clearly be dis
tinguished in the shown cross-section. Remarkable is the apparent increased inhomogeneity 
in the (left) part of the cross-section, where the 'normal' metabolism was specified. Closer 
inspection learned that this was caused by the colourmap properties rather than reflecting 
truely high inhomogeneity. 
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Chapter 7 

Discussion and conclusions 

7 .1 Discussion 

The research as described in this thesis has led to the development of a model Massîran, 
based on Heatran [1], that aims for the simulation of mass transfer due to vascular trees. 
Although this research focused on oxygen transport, the Massîran code can be used to study 
the transfer of other substances, for example MRI contrast agents or cytostatica, as well. 
During the development of the program a number of assumptions have been made and lim
itations were encountered. This section will discuss these assumptions and limitations and 
the results that are presented in this thesis. 

To model the oxygen depletion from the blood it was assumed that the saturation is in good 
approximation equal to the equilibrium at the given free oxygen concentration. A more exact 
description would require the inclusion of the reaction kinetics associated with the (reversible) 
reactions between hemoglobin and oxygen. This would lead to an unacceptable increase of 
computational costs and model complexity. From a physical point of view this assumption 
is legitimate if the time needed to restore chemical equilibrium is small in comparison to the 
time scale that is associated with the diffusion of oxygen out of the vessel. 

The transport out of the vasculature is calculated by means of an analytica! flux relation, 
derived in chapter 2. As mentioned before ( chapter 2) the wall diffusion coefficient is still 
subject of discussion. Bertuglia and co-authors [15] refer to this as the oxygen 'paradox'. 
This paradox is the result of an oxygen depletion found in experiments for the blood that 
does not match the flow out of the vessels using a 'standard' oxygen diffusion coefficient. 
Different causes for this paradox have been proposed, inter alia flow-assisted diffusion and 
relatively high wall oxygen consumption. For this moment, no distinction was made between 
the diffusion coefficient for the vessel wall and the surrounding tissue. Also the metabolic 
conversion rate has so far been modelled as equal in vessel wall and surrounding tissue. 

In reality, the geometry and blood velocities of vessels that are part of the micro-vasculature 
can be altered via different regulatory mechanisms [23]. Shunts can close vessels that sup
ply parts of capillary beds and vasodilation or -contraction can alter the flow resistance of 
individual vessels and therefore the local perfusion. In Massîran vessels are considered to be 
rigid tubes that do not change their geometry in time. In practice, of course it is possible to 
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break up a simulation in different phases, using a different vasculature in subsequent phases, 
but this is costly as this would require repeated time-consuming initialisation of Massîran. It 
could be worthwhile to investigate the possibility of allowing changing vasculature parameters 
that do not require a full re-initialisation, such as the Sherwood number or volume flow . 

Since the simulation results that where presented are the very first done with the devel
oped numerical model, 'standard' physiological parameters where used that are specified on 
vessel tree level i.e. the parameters where chosen the same for the different vessel segments 
within the tree. As discussed in an article by Pries, Secomb and Gaehtgens [17], asymmetri
cal bifurcations can lead to changes in the blood hematocrit . The hematocrit is a parameter 
that can be specified on vessel segment level and variations can therefore be t aken into ac
count. The same holds for the Sherwood number that will be dependent on the hematocrit, 
saturation and above all on the vessel diameter [8]. The Adair constants, determining the 
shape of the saturation curve, will depend on parameters such as pH, temperature and C02 
concentration. For hypoxic tissues it will be found that C02 concentrations will be relatively 
high and for this reason, besides possible other reasons, the pH will be relatively low. Dash 
and Bassinghtwaigthe [18] thoroughly discuss the influence of earlier mentioned parameters 
on the shape of the equilibrium saturation curve. Again, by specifying the Adair constants 
on vessel segment level, these influences can be taken into account . 

As mentioned in the introduction, the challenge when developing a model describing mass 
transfer due to the micro-vasculature is to determine up to which level the vasculature has to 
be taken into account as discrete vessels. The results as presented here in this thesis suggest 
that using a minimal diameter of 20 [µm] a significant amount of the mass transfer between 
vasculature and tissue still has to takes place further downstream. Given the limited amount 
of time calculation results using more vascular detail and a higher resolution could not be 
presented here. This would however be an interesting suggestion for further research. An 
important question then to answer is whether the vasculature can, for the smallest scales, be 
described with tree-like vasculature. The Massîran model, is structured in such a way that 
vasculature can only be modelled through the recursive connection of vessel segments i.e. a 
tree-like structure. 

The results that are presented in this thesis suggest that trans-wall oxygen transport in 
the vessels that precede the capillaries does result in 'feeding' concentrations of the capil
lary beds that are significantly below the arterial oxygen concentration. Depending on the 
metabolic rate of consumption, inhomogeneities induced by the pre-capillary vasculature can 
be observed. Further studies using the Massîran model with a higher level of vascular detail 
are suggested. The mixing-cup blood concentration in the terminal segments of more detailed 
vasculature will be found closer to the tissue oxygen concentration resulting in a smaller oxy
gen source term used in the continuum approach and a larger contribution to the transfer of 
mass by the discrete vasculature. 

7. 2 Con cl usions 

The objective of this research was to study the possibility of developing a model, able to de
scribe the supply of different substances to the tissue, while accounting for the disrete nature 
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of the supplying vasculature. This has resulted in the development of the Massîran model 
that can be used to simulate mass transfer due to vascular trees. Comparing mass transfer 
with heat transfer showed that the equilibration length, a variable often used in heat transfer 
modelling to determine the needed level of vascular detail, can be two orders of magnitude 
higher for mass transfer then for heat transfer. In the case of oxygen transport this difference 
can become even larger due to the presence of haemoglobin. As a result of the relatively large 
equili bration lengths, characterizing mass transfer, the level of vascular detail will be rela
tively high compared to heat transfer calculations. This limits the tissue volumes for which 
mass transfer calculations can be performed. Full vasculature concentration distribution cal
culated where done for a volume of a cubic centimeter. For this volume, using a resolution 
of 100 [µm] and a time-step of 0.05 [s]. A steady-state solution was found after a calculation 
time in the order of 5-6 [h] on a standard computer. 

The used amount of vascular detail resulted in not fully equilibrated blood concentrations 
in the terminal segments. This gave rise to a source term for the tissue domain that repre
sents the majority of mass transfer due to the vasculature. The results suggest that a discrete 
vasculature model is useful to determine 'corrected' concentrations to be used for the con
tinuum modelling of the mass transfer due to the smallest vessels in the tissue. Increasing 
the metabolic consumption rate leads to a more inhomogeneous tissue oxygen concentration 
dis tri bu tion. 

7 .3 Suggestions for further research 

As mentioned in the discussion, by increasing the level detail of the vasculature, an increasing 
part of the mass transfer due to the vasculature will take place via the discrete vasculature 
reducing the transfer via the source sets that are assigned to the terminal segments. This will 
lead to an improved analysis of the inhomogeneities induced by tissue vasculature. 

For some specific cases it has been proven to be possible to measure the oxygen concentrations 
in human tumorous tissue using needle polarography [14], [13]. It would be worthwhile to try 
and calculate concentration distributions using real, reconstructed vasculatures and compare 
the results with these type of measurements. 
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Chapter 8 

Dankwoord 

Aan het eind gekomen te zijn van mijn afstudeerproject en daarmee aan het eind van mijn 
studie werktuigbouwkunde, wil ik graag een aantal mensen bedanken: 

Allereerst mijn begleider Gerard van Leeuwen. Gedurende mijn afstudeerproject kon ik al
tijd terecht voor vragen en/of discussie. Dit bleef onverminderd ook toen Gerard niet meer 
werkzaam was aan de technische Universiteit. Het waren prettige discussies, vaak met humor, 
ontspannen en vooral verhelderend. Ook op technisch gebied, het ontdekken van nieuwe tools 
en het debuggen van de MassTran en andere code kon ik op de steun van Gerard rekenen. 
Niet alleen zijn inhoudelijk kennis maar ook zijn prettige persoonlijkheid heeft een grote bij
drage geleverd aan het plezier dat ik heb beleefd aan mijn afstuderen. 

De, ongeveer , twee maandelijkse gesprekken met mijn afstudeerhoogleraar prof. Anton van 
Steenhoven heb ik als zeer nuttig ervaren. Het is prettig wanneer iemand met veel ervaring 
je zo af en toe een spiegel voor houdt en je adviezen kan geven die tot nieuwe ideeën leiden. 
Niet alleen tijdens mijn afstuderen maar ook daarvoor was het erg prettig te weten terecht 
te kunnen voor vragen en adviezen bij professor van Steenhoven. Ik heb dit zeer gewaardeerd. 

Daarnaast wil ik Alexis Kotte en andere betrokkenen bij het ontwikkelen van de Heatran 
code en de vele tools , hartelijk bedanken. De 'degelijkheid ' waarmee de programmatuur is 
opgezet heeft me in korte tijd veel geleerd over het object-georienteerd programmeren in c++. 

Mijn collega afstudeerders wil ik bedanken voor de ontspannen en collegiale sfeer zoals ik 
die ervaren heb. Naast de gezelligheid was er ruimte voor discussie en hulp aan elkaar wan
neer nodig. 

Tot slotte wil ik mijn ouders, mijn zus Anoek, mijn familie en vrienden bedanken. Niet 
alleen door hun steun maar ook door de vele leuke dingen die ik naast mijn studie heb kun
nen doen zal ik met een goed gevoel terug denken aan mijn afstuderen en mijn studie aan de 
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven . 
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Appendix A 

Derivation of the flux relation for a 
two layer model 

As mentioned in the introduction, experimental observations suggest that the vascular wall 
and the tissue surrounding the wall could be charaterized by different diffusion coefficients 
and different metabolic rates. In that case the flux relation as derived in chapter 2 has to 
be substituted by a relation based on the different coefficients for the vascular wall and the 
tissue. This relation will be derived in this appendix. 

The general solutions for the wall and the tissue are given by: 

Cwan(r) = 
4
MDwall r 2 + Awan ln(r) + Bwall 

wall 

Ctis(r) = 
4
MDti~ r 2 + Atis ln(r) + Btis 

t1s 

(A.l) 

(A.2) 

Here Mwall and Mtis are the metabolic rates in respectively domain I and II, both rates are 
positive and constant. Implementing the conditions C(rves) = Cves and C(rtis) = Ctis gives: 

Cwan(r) Mwall 2 2 ( r ) ~(r - rves) + Awan ln - + Cves 
wall Tves 

Mtis 2 2 ( r ) 
4D . (r - rtis) + Atis ln -. + Ctis 
~ ~IB 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

Matching the flux at the wall-tissue interface (at r = rves + d) and solving for Atis gives: 

A 2( d) 2 (Dwall ) A Dwall tis = r ves + -D. 1'wall - '"i'tis + wan -D. 
hs hs 

(A.5) 

where 1'wall = 4MDwan and '"i'tis = 4MDti_•. Substituting this relation in the expression for Ctis(r) 
wall t1s 

and solving for Awall gives: 

1'wall((rves + d) 2 
- r;es) - )'tis((rves + d) 2 

- rfis) - 2ln(~)(rves + d) 2 hwall~ - )'tis) 
Awall ~ ln(!:=±4) - ln(!:=±4) 

Dt1s Tt1s Tves 

Cves - Ctis +----------
~ ln(!:=±4) - ln(rves+d) 
Dtis Ttis Tves 

(A.6) 
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for reasons of convenience this will be written as: 

A 
F + Cves - Ctis 

wall = D +d +d 
~ ln(~) - ln(~) 

D t 1s rt1s rvcs 

(A.7) 

where: 

(( )2 2 ) (( )2 2 ) (rves + d)( )2( D wall ) F = Î wall rves +d -rves - Î tis rves +d -rtis -2ln --- r ves +d Î wall-D - Î tis 
rtis tis 

At the wall it holds that: 

-ShDb ( Awall) 
2 

(Cves - Cmixing- cup) = -Dwall 2Î wallrves + --
rves rves 

which can be rewritten as: 

ShDb 2 
-
2

D (Cves - Cmixing-cup) = 2Î wallrves + Awall 
wall 

Substituting the relation for Awall gives: 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

2 (Dwall (rves + d) (rves + d)) 8(Cves - Cmixing- cup) = 2Îwallrves -D ln . - ln --- + F + Cves - Ctis 
2 r t1s rves 

(A.10) 

2 2 (.!2.iwi 1 (Tvcs+d) 1 ( Tycs+d )) + F C. + i:c . . Î wallr ves D . Il . - n r - t1s u mixing-cup C - t1s Tt 1s vcs 
ves - ó _ l (A.11) 

Finally it is found that: 
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Appendix B 

Transport in the tissue domain 

Transport in the DIVA model within the tissue is done using by dividing the computational 
volume in sub-volumes so called 'voxels'. For each voxel a local mass balance is formulated 
that relates the concentration within the voxel to the concentration in the surrounding voxels. 
This finally results in a finite-difference scheme. 

Figure B.1 shows a row of 3 tree voxels in the x - y plane. The change of concentration 
in voxel i is given by: 

b.xb.yb.z(C[+b.t - Ci) = (b.yb.z(Ji-1--+i + Ji+I-+i) - b.xb.yb.z(M - Q))b.t (B.l) 

In order to express the flux from voxel i - 1 to i the resistance to diffusion R is introduced. 
The resistance to diffusion is given by: 

R = b.C _ b.C L 
- J - DAb.2 DA 

(B.2) 

where b.C denotes the concentration difference between two point in space and J the mass 
flux density due to this concentration difference. The medium found in voxel i - 1 and voxel 
i may differ and therefore for both voxels the resistance is expressed based on half the voxel 
width: 

(B.3) 

and 

(B.4) 

b.x .. 
Ci-1 . 1 ei . + 1 

ci+i 

• i - 2 • i 2 • D.y 

Figure B.l: Three voxels in the x - y-plane 
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the total resistance is then found by: 

(B.5) 

It is now found that: 

(B.6) 

and 
(ei - ei+1) _ 2DiDi+1D.. z D..y (e• _ e-) 

Ji+l -+i = - R - D. ( ) i+l i i+l-+i X D i + D i+l 
(B.7) 

Substituting the latter two relations in equation B.1 it is found that: 

t+ ilt t ....:... 2Di- lDi t t 2DiDi+l t t) ( t t) 
ei - e i - (b:..x2(Di-l + D i) (ei-1 - ei)+ b:.. x2( D i + DH 1) (ei+l - e i - Mi+ Qi )b:..t 

(B.8) 
This scheme can be extended to a three dimensional one. Introducing: 

2D · · kD ·±1 ·k n±x - t,J, i ,J , 
i,j,k - D · · k + D±1 · k 'l1J, 'l ,J, 

(B.9) 

where i, j, and k are respectively counters in x, y and z direction, it can be found that: 

et+.0.t _ et . 1 t,J, k i,J,k . (D-x (et et)+ DX (et et)) 
D..t = D..x2 i,j,k i-l,j,k - i i,j ,k i+l,j,k - i 

1 ( - y ( t t ) y ( t t ) ) +- D . e . . - e . + D . e. . - e . D..y2 i,J ,k t ,J - 1,k t ,J,k i,J,k i,J+l ,k t,J ,k (B.10) 

+-1-(n-:-z (et ' k 1 - et ·k ) + D z · k(etk 1 - et ·k)) ~ z2 i,J,k i,J, - i,J, i,J , i,J, + i,J, 

-(Mt·k +Qt ·k ) t,J, Z,J, 

Note that the kinetics of the metabolism is not specified in this equation. For the DIVA 
model the choice is made to implement the metabolism in such a way that the user can 
specify zeroth-order kinetics i.e. the metabolism is independent of the concentration and 
therefore constant, a linear dependency or Michaelis-Menten kinetics (see appendix D). 
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Appendix C 

Equilibration lengths 

C.1 Introduction 

The equilibration length is a measure of the distance the blood has to travel to equilibrate 
with the tissue that is surrounding it . In this paragraph its definition will be derived for mass 
transfer. 

The mixing-cup concentration within a vessel in steady-state has to satisfy the following 
differential equation: 

2 dCmix ( ) 
1rrvesUb~ = -21rrves J z (C.1) 

this equation is a formulation of the mass balance. For the flux it was found that: 

J(z)--,n . l ( R) (.!!___(Ctis-Cmixing-cup)-M(-4

1 ((!!:...)
2 -1)--21 1n(!!:...))) ~+In _ rves rves rves 

ShDb rves 

(C.2) 
Combining these relations it is found that: 

dCmixing-cup 2Dtis 
rvesUb dz + ( 2Dtjs (...B._)) Cmixing- cup = B 

r ves ShDb + ln rves 

(C.3) 

with B: 

B= 2 
§ftis + ln (...B._) 

b Tves 

(
Dtis Ctis - M (! ( (!!:...) 2 

- 1) -! ln (!!:...))) 
rves 4 rves 2 rves 

(C.4) 

The homogeneous solution of this differential equation is given by: 

Cmix,h = A exp ( ~e:) (C.5) 

with Leq given by: 

(C.6) 
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By writing equation C.3 as: 

dCmix UbI'ves C . _ B 
r vesUb _d_ + -L-- m,x -

Z eq 
(C.7) 

with B the right-hand-side of equation C.3, which is assumed to be independent of z. It is 
then found that: 

Cmix = BLeq (1 - exp (-__!__)) + Co exp (-__!__) 
UbI'ves Leq Leq 

(C.8) 

A comparison of the equilibration length for heat- and mass transfer shows that for a given 
vessel radius and blood velocity ( and typical transport parameters) the equilibration length 
for mass transfer problems was estimated to be about two orders larger than the equilibration 
length in heat transfer problems C.9. Note however that when assuming a linear relation ship 
between blood velocity and vessel radius, the equilibration length will be proportional to the 
third power of the vessel radius. 

1 ln(...fi_) 
ShDb+-1 - rvcs 2 Dtis 

PbCb(N~kb + A ln(r~J) 
(C.9) 

~ 102 

C.2 Stability 

The equilibration length can be used to asses the stability of a vessel update scheme. It was 
found that: 

cn+l _en= -2/lt (2lb - ól J- ~J ) 
i i 2z i + 2z i+ 1 

I'ves b b 
(C.10) 

using the flux relation 3.6 this can be written as: 

Cf+ l -er = ubtlt (cR -M rves (~ ( (__!!:___) 
2 

- 1) + ~ ln (__!!:___)) - 2
lb - 8l er - ~cr+l) 

Leq 4 r ves 2 r ves 2lb 2lb 

(C.11) 
The constant terms in this equation do not have any influence on the stability. By substituting 
er -+ gn exp( imç) [1] it can be found that: 

+l Ubllt ( 2lb - ól ól ) (gn - gn) exp(imç) = -L - l gn exp(imç) - -gn exp(i(m + l)ç) 
eq 2 b 2lb 

(C.12) 

rewriting this equation leads to: 

(C.13) 

Now determining the magnitude of the amplification factor will determine the stability of this 
mode. 

( 
ól ( 2lb - 8l 8l ) ) 

2 

- ------ +1 <1 
Leq 2lb 2lb -

(C.14) 
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11 

gn+I 11
2 

( 8l ( 2lb - 8l 8l ) ) 
2 

( 8l 8l . ) 
2 

7 = Leq - 2lb - 2lb cos(ç) + l + Leq 2lb sm(ç) 

which can be rewritten as: 

where: 

a _!!:___ (- 2h - 8l) + 1 
Leq 2lb 

b 
8l 8l 

(C.15) 

(C.16) 

(C.17) 

(C.18) 

If ab < 0, ç = k'Tf' with k integer results in the maximum amplification factor. It is then found 
for k is even ( or zero) that: 

( 
8l ( 2h - 8l 8l ) ) 

2 
1 8l 1 - ---- - - + 1 < 1 - 1 - - < 1 

Leq 2lb 2lb - Leq -
(C.19) 

for k odd: 

( _!!:___ (- 2h - 8l + !!:_) + 1) 2 < 1 - ( 8l - 1) _!!:___ + 1 < 1 
Leq 2lb 2h - lb Leq -

(C.20) 

The first inequality is satisfied if 8l ~ 2Leq• The second inequality if 8l ~ h-

For the case ab > 0 a maximum is found for ç = (l+;k)7r with k integer. This condition 
however is only met if lb 2 2Leq. Since such cases would represent serious inaccuracy this 
case is ignored. 
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Appendix D 

Michaelis-Menten Kinetics 

Michaelis-Menten kinetics describes the reaction kinetics of certain reactions where enzymes 
function as an intermediate in the formation of the reaction product. Equation D.1 schemat
ically gives an example of such an reaction. 

E+S-ES------,P (D.l) 

Here E represents a free enzyme, S free substrate element (when describing the consumption 
of oxygen, the substrate is oxygen), ES the enzyme-substrate complex and P the reaction 
product. 

d[E] 
-ki[Sl[E] + L i[ES] (D.2) 

dt 
d[S] 

-ki[Sl[E] + Li[ES] (D.3) 
dt 

d[ES] d[S] d[P] 
(D.4) -- - - = ki[Sl[E]- Li[ES]-k2[ES] 

dt dt dt 
d[P] 

k2 [ES] (D.5) 
dt 

In steady state the concentration of the substrate-enzym complex wil! remain constant. There
fore it can be written that: 

(D.6) 

since [E] can be written as [E]r - [ES], where [E] r is the total enzyme concentration, this 
equation can be rewritten as: 

which can be rewritten as: 

ki[S]([E]r - [ES])= (k2 + L1) [ES] 

[S]([E]r - [ES]) 
[ES] 

where Km is called the Michaelis-Menten constant. Solving for [ES] it is found that: 

[ES]= [S][E]r 
Km+[S] 
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Metabolic rate of consumption as a funct ion of concentration 

0.012 1 1 1 1 1 1 

0.01 -r 
00 --...._ 

0.008 "' -s --...._ -0 0.006 - -g 
,........_ 
ü 0.004 --....., 

~ 

0.002 -

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 
C [mol/m3] 

Figure D.l : Metabolic rate of consumption as a function of concentration accord
ing to Michaelis-Menten kinetics using a maximum consumption rate (Mmax) equal to 
1 · 10-2 [mol/m3 /s] and a half-maximal oxygen concentration of 1 · 10- 4 [mol/m3] 

The rate-of-formation of the product P is given by: 

d[P] _ k [Sl[E]r 
dt - 2 Km + [S] 

since during steady-state it holds that ~ = - d!:) it is found that: 

By taking the limit [S] __. oo it is found that: 

which finally gives: 
d[S] 
dt 

(D.10) 

(D.11) 

(D.12) 

(D.13) 

This formula shows that Km is the concentration of the substrate at which the consumption 
rate is Mmax/2. 
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Appendix E 

Wall-tissue interface 

In order to couple the wall and the tissue domain, again a analytical relation will be used to 
determine the concentration at the interface. Metabolism for now will be neglected. 

Again the solutions are given in the wall and the tissue domain are respectively given by: 

Cw(r) = A w ln(r) + B w (E.l) 

and 
(E.2) 

A node on the last row before the interface will be denoted with subscript -1 and a node on 
the first row in the tissue domain with subscript 1. Formulating the boundary conditions, it 
is found that : 

At ln(rves + d + hj) + Bt 

Aw ln(rves + d) + B w 

-D A w 
w Tves + d 

Awln(rves + W - hw) + Bw 

Now the equations E.l and E.2 can be rewritten as: 

C1 

At ln(rves + d) + Bt 

-Dt At 
Tves + d 

C_1 

r 
Aw ln( W h ) + C_1 

Tves + - w 
r 

Atln( W h) + C1 
Tves + + j 

By matching the flux at the interface it is found that: 

using this relation, for Aw it is found that: 

A _ C1 - C_1 
w - ln( rycs+W ) - !2w.. ln( rvcs+W ) 

Tvcs+W-hw Dt Tvcs+W+hj 
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Now it is found that: 

C ( ) _ C1 - C_1 l ( r ) C w r - --,------,------,---------,-- n ------ + -1 
ln ( rves+W ) _ !2JJJ. In ( Tyes+W ) rves + W - hw 

Tves+W-hw Dt Tves+W+hj 

(E.9) 

Now the concentration at the interface is given by: 

C ( W) _ C1 - C_1 l ( rves + W ) C 
w rves + - -------------- n ------ + -1 

ln ( ryes+W ) _ J2JJJ.1n ( rves+W ) rves + W - hw 
Tves+W-hw Dt Tves+W+hj 

(E.10) 

this can be rewritten as: 

C1 ln( ryes+W ) - !2JJJ. In( rves+W )C-1 
C ( + W) _ Tves +W-hw Dt Tves +W+hj 

w rves - W D W ln( rves+ ) - = ln( rves+ ) 
Tves+W-hw Dt Tves+W+hj 

(E.11) 
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Appendix F 

Determining an upper-limit for the 
tissue radius 

In chapter 2, a combined boundary condition was used at r = Ttis for the 2D single vessel 
- tissue model calculations. A no-flux boundary conditions was prescribed and the t issue 
radius was adapted in an iterative way to satisfy that the minimal concentration found in the 
domain was given by 40 [mmHg] (± 1 [mmHg]). To do soa first estimate of the tissue radius 
is needed. A relation will be derived in this appendix to make this estimate. 

To assure that the radial derivative of the concentration profile equals zero at r 
should hold that: 

dC M A 
-=-r+ -= 0 
dr 2D r 

for all r. The constant A is given by: 

equation F .1 can be rewritten, af'ter substitution of Aas: 

l ( Ttis) 2 = 2D(Cves - Ctis) + ~( 2. _ 2 )) 
Il Tves r M 2 rt,s rves 

Using that Ttis = xrves and evaluating equation F.3 at r = Ttis, it is found that: 

2 1 ( ) 2 2 = 4D( Cves - Ctis) + ( 2 _ l) 2 
nxxrves M X rves 

that can be rewritten as: 

2 ln(x)x2 _ (x2 _ l) = 4D(Cves 
2
- Ctis) 

Mrves 

Ttis it 

(F.l ) 

(F.2) 

(F.3) 

(F .4) 

(F .5) 

This equation can be solved using an iterative method. Figure F.l shows the solutions found 
for 4

D(<~~t2-Ctis) ranging from 1 to 104 [-]. This figure shows that for a given concentration 
T VCS 

difference ( Cves - Ctis) and metabolic rate of consumption the ratio Ttis/rves will increase with 
decreasing vessel diameter. 
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Figure F .l: Upper-limit of the ratio ~rr · 
ves 
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Appendix G 

The concept of the Strahler order 

In order to be able to study the delivery of nutrients or drugs by vascular trees it is neces
sary to implement a vascular structure that gives a statistically1 good representation of the 
vascular structure as present in human tissue. 

The aim of vasculature construction algorithms is to construct vasculature that represents 
tissue vasculature statistically. Besides the tissue perfusion that is associated with the vas
culature, the relation between diameter, length, blood velocity determines to which amount 
the generated vasculature represents real tissue vasculature. 

The generated vasculature with the VAMP algorithm (chapter 5) consists of tree-like struc
tures that is organized by the recursive connection of vessel segments. For the comparison 
with anatomical data, a selection procedure should be chosen to assign which segments be
long to which vessel. Here it will be decided that segments are selected to belang to the same 
vessel if their Strahler order is equal and if the segments are connected. The Strahler order 
is defined to be: 

Definition G.1 (Strahler order) The Strahler order of a segment in a vascular tree is 
determined by the Strahler order of its child segments. IJ bath the child segments are of equal 
order i, the pa rent is assigned to be of order i + l. Otherwise the order assigned to the pa rent 
segment is that of the child segment with the highest Strahler order. The Strahler order of a 
terminal segment is one. 

This is illustrated in figure G.l. The numbers found between the brackets are respectively 
the Strahler order and the bifurcation level, the number of bifurcations needed to 'arrive' at 
a given segment. By determining the mean diameter and the length of the different vessels 
found in the vasculature a comparison can be made with anatomical data. 

1 Angiographic data are limited in their resolution this means that there is limited knowledge on the mor
phology /topology of those vessels that have a relatively large contribution to the transfer of mass from the 
vascular system to the surrounding tissue. For this reason theoretica! vessel structures are created that obey 
certain, theoretically founded, constraints. 
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(1 ,3) 

(1,3) 
(1,3) 

(1 ,3) 

(1,3) 

(2,2) 

(1 ,2) 

(2,1) 
(3,1) 

(3,0) 

Figure G .1: Example of assignment of Strahler order to vessel segments. Strahler orders and 
bifurcation levels are denoted for every segment. 
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